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Recent Supply Chain Disruptions: Re-
shoring Work to a Disrupted Workforce
the Next Challenge, but Surmountable
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

No doubt about it, with the Crash of 2008 and the Covid-19 Crisis of 2020
most businesses have been forced into deep introspection about their
products and services, their supply chains, maintaining their current and
future workforce needs...even their survival and the evolving needs of an
impacted consumer base. Any one of these topics would be plenty, but all
at once while against the headwinds of an uncertain, but improving and
evolving, economy and society is daunting.

Each one of these topics impacts the others. For example, changing a
product or service may require adjustments or changes to the mix of
suppliers and logistics, and may even influence decisions to perform tasks
in-house or outside. Changing products or services, and potentially the
tasks requiring workers to perform them, will determine what skills
incumbent and new workers will need. It will require a reassessment of
current worker selection practices, core skill development and task-related
training. Most operations should consider to:

Re-determine products/services;
Determine tasks required to deliver products and services;
Define task procedures for best practice performance;
Develop "job performance aids" (e.g. process documents, quality
documents);

For non-process document driven tasks, define the best
practice to complete the job data set

Develop structured on-the-job training materials so they are ready
before new processes begin;
Define related technical instruction to build worker core skills for
mastering task-based training;
Determine which tasks to be performed in-house and which off-
site;
For in-house work, assess current workforce for core skills learned
and mastered so the foundation upon which to master tasks is
confirmed;

Remediate deficient levels of core skills
Deliver structured on-the-job training for incumbent workers

Apply same worker development process and standards
to new-hire workers
(For supplier-performed tasks) Supply assessment and
structured on-the-job training materials along with
engineering and quality documents to dramatically
expedite the adjustment to high quality vendor
performance

Monitor, measure performance, continuously improve and
maintain data for new changes.

You may be thinking this approach is too daunting to attempt. That is why
many businesses get caught flat-footed when disruptions occur. If you
might have convinced yourself, or have been convinced by others, that
this approach is too time and labor intensive to warrant its consideration,
that would be a shame. Ad hoc, disjointed, unfocused and
unnecessarily too costly strategies are the only alternative. Anything
between is half as effective.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4WX5o7iVP6Swe5-OENDUOSF2YNI9feTpLvgNjRbw9yzq4R41gFIEl95WdmbZiXNk--LhZMf36riYYNznPDAkGltPxMikw0Whbwp0cjmX0hceOhEtNLcAojHnQ6dBL0s02UUDEhZCV-FJbzpE8NQUQyEWGSL_PcuupOgL2JGdMMXVJI6U1qBAU0YdK56xe-qouxy_B6f88B5qUgsKCEMtF-BD1oVRS4dMtslT5y3sYyuFFyFSNWE62DkbMCxEChCYJ2bXki3nTgndBk5NYbqoR2r-J1y2Zo0uo8x74G53aE56KuFbx05ObAU=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4WX5o7iVP6Swe5-OENDUOSF2YNI9feTpLvgNjRbw9yzq4R41gFIEl95WdmbZiXNk--LhZMf36riYYNznPDAkGltPxMikw0Whbwp0cjmX0hceOhEtNLcAojHnQ6dBL0s02UUDEhZCV-FJbzpE8NQUQyEWGSL_PcuupOgL2JGdMMXVJI6U1qBAU0YdK56xe-qouxy_B6f88B5qUgsKCEMtF-BD1oVRS4dMtslT5y3sYyuFFyFSNWE62DkbMCxEChCYJ2bXki3nTgndBk5NYbqoR2r-J1y2Zo0uo8x74G53aE56KuFbx05ObAU=&c=&ch=
http://ui.constantcontact.com/d.jsp?m=1112428835931&p=oi
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Many employers underestimate the direct and opportunity costs that are
not only eating away at profits but stifling innovation and making market
shifts and market disruptions a continual threat to their existence.

Those who are unfamiliar with Proactive Technologies, Inc. and the
service it provides to employers to set-up their worker development
infrastructure, manage and provide technical implementation support and
provide record keeping and monthly reporting to track each worker's
progress to full job mastery and full worker capacity, might fall back on
outdated stereotypes to talk themselves out of even learning more about
this approach. They are probably unaware that Proactive Technologies has
been helping employers build and maintain robust workforce development
systems since 1986, more often than not defraying the employer's
investment further by helping them find and acquire state worker training
funds. Read More

Returning to Work - Overcoming Short-
term Risks to Worker Health and Safety,
AND Operations
by Stacey Lett, Director of East Coast Operations -
Proactive Technologies, Inc.
 
In my article in the Proactive Technologies Report entitled, "Online
Resources for the New, Reluctant "Home Schoolers" and "Home
Learners",  I identified online resources for parents finding themselves in
the position of becoming ad hoc home teachers of their own children as
they rode out the Covid-19 crisis. The emphasis was to try to curb the
natural erosion of a learner's skill base from non-use and continue building
on those skills to prevent, or at least minimize, the known "summer slide"
effects so when schools reopened and students returned to their regular
schedules they could hit the ground running.

Employers might not be thinking about it yet - they have plenty on their
mind during the shutdown - but the same "summer slide" effect may
become apparent in workers currently sidelined as they return to their
work. Employers must consider the "start-up" lag that may occur from both
memory and muscle atrophy.

First, muscle atrophy may be occurring during this disruption. Exercise
facilities were closed, employees had to remain inside for the most part,
diets changed and many will experience the "covid-15" weight gain. For the
most part, employees were rendered immobile for several months and the
muscles developed for the work previously performed - no matter if
standing or sitting for extended periods, lifting with the full body or with
arms extended, twisting and turning the body, walking or running for
extended distances and even which shift is being worked - may not be
functioning as well as when they were maintained by a daily regimen.
Even balance can be affected by muscle atrophy or spinal realignment
during the days away from work.

Anyone who said yes to a friend who needed help moving remembers the
weeks of associated back and muscle pain from using muscles not
normally accessed. It is easy to relate to a worker returning to their old
jobs, old job with new tasks or, in some cases, new jobs with the same
employer. Anyone who has not taken a walk in several weeks realizes how
laborious it now is and how stamina has been impacted. It is not that these
attributes are gone for good, but they may need to be built up to previous
levels that were sufficient to perform the tasks once performed. For older
workers, balance and stamina are two important factors in mobility and
performance.

Competitive sports enthusiasts are quick to say, "if you don't use it, you
lose it." Read More

What Makes Proactive Technologies' Accelerated
Transfer of Expertise™ So Effective
by Proactive Technologies, Inc. Staff

There are a lot of buzzwards thrown around these days. "Skills Gap,"
Education-Based Apprenticeships, Industry-Recognized Certifications,
"STEM" - many confusing to those in management whose primary function
is to ensure products and services are delivered in the most cost-effective
and profitable way. It can be especially confusing to those who are
specialists in business operations but unfamiliar with effective worker
development strategies.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4eBfPhOjUVsvqW5AwyJ10PE39VwIEKMK4kTz9zx8E0ETQWbv_wanwOf-Ty4GH5iTdIZ6n38sK-TbDOz5xJnS6kc9nezlqQdtzwj84UB5NGFhq_esJY4JYdINRczFgNFb101jGw5dm40vZ8TODgl0hSCSr_UoqhD630neTV4K6LULD4q7eHHPYprGTYxbD5LYJ5CtYo85vDNwlFfNWaBnq0z6vHUn0wkw2pEZgWv7SN0FkquNEALtljEb91vmN9h4LA==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrnvsP-oV1Co7WZr5RCzlmlruYiLYUoAfuIAwEGxXuJgKPMyZS68TXneHMd0JZ10vXfiyhH8C-UpaAJl4ylifqN2ev7bxtWy2WORZA1XdTUM9iiV1t2KAPubufLAaN6rke70yDE41j1xfA90mYj4LZyf7wsJXrMX0-YeVAF336FulzHpLUVXrHDxEnlAaAyAMp6-2anG-y6ksWDKlJOmszQG_Ftdyqja5KBLGqSAsdPdrKa1g9uLCVbCzPwhgITBJY&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrZgagIbSETmUqcT3d2CGh7uTZ9hB3yepD6dllSsnQqxZ8QgbEJ36lNoMzgCdadztqVk4XRhC1mTevoOPhO74v6MmfI7sNetkqnD5gImgUf3aQ9-LjjJgAEo9N5fGfJiFjWnaoXG4hZUOBEDEXoIxEitn04hetABBQpiC7Qwn4hjSTvUqxLMzRi5OeL1na77EYN3eKTw5iZra7nrrqQ28uS8TWqgTQUeyCohRmy8ziFj_pqoMdhji1KguaMrns1Mgqhhnl0MJ5vXKrzZ-xXs5_66mL5FlXRu5LmykJS0OhzJQc_y9j95xuO8ciwm5fHBGBouryI10GWSLVGafRZ4NQRTF3j-SACPnH9_lGE7Nq1VnMxLaVSii5_A==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4d3TDRSgolneZyCCn9fxgoKymJjL8HH5JUidz9hIFMAMfHrB-3EriPJAZ57MKsK2WBiwnRi-a5FobO7wpXRk-dGeRv-CWpTbW2PnOnGNH3QLNw3xHlvWVwGemCWgvyBqFHZbxYLMGS1u0YzBAIHzpBGxKF76DotyvFudW7FFVg9DbEeOtEnudhNFDmKC8m80cdt29nbEaycmEruJu5kXUlXiS-zfo3Oj_IBCsinoG7XgfzuUhkoE12oxPYrJ30YunH1_jTg_D2z3dKhH92F1uxs3s16mPzL9strw-KdPIEIaXsTWiIhOIPhXTsIzKQt6Jz7Wsn68emnrTEeGGDrdzj8=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCr6JdXoFnzCmhJgnmXu-4T5X3vTzdXmQKU9Q0ruyUY0Kfa0VUMHrLmoKgWfl62vkAUpYzNY_GfKioa7aVb9iUpj7uy1o-hIByjmaOYVqLmQsKY15d-6RdfU1QS8r-9jfbuDUE5kZK4ce6F4MShpKQJiUAXsA7VA2Cze2uX7OfBHX_c3AndWJ40ykQaJXfcAHuqUgrMrVPqBuC5VikpFNmCnbvaTtiLkCm9lzLCtbFs0NXIi-hr-5abSyFQ4OUxO0olOMXnOOWNzpG2d9aA0CiVd88yhduRWvpqYUlrX8TGbRI52L0VZ2TUJg==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrTHmCHgiwL8nevN3y565P3Xb_gjCiBSOBkBdn7TjLjfTKnmKcvhNIkx1cmkNHWMD9TP4SupZ7-RLaWj26kCK1nQyelagF1ozBIU0oqlKr2cJBkSOLFBoAeG8hb6cpK2TePbXY-BtgcQ3V7nDahhao4qMCdLlGCYiDXz413U6z1eoO-T-DS8qrwUcgcNe9Lkv8CA6iJoJRxuFiHc4CtFW0RMV6c-qtUlqLUCvKIXz1imw=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrqN56xs619IRduqRjAm44x5tP3H2MrwwSCJFWhYMeOCqkb4LZPACHUoMuXCvKOrl_7Z6L6doCala7F26rZINYBD-psS-Y_oS63kNopHQvE_jflEiC0mxQjUb_8ysw0akICZOPrO79P3BjfT3Upx_GcG5Vhnws9XINdLjq5mX_WOccDKypxG1z8RuR-gwrqI4garciXBJ_4Sejl_tAELdFUrd965lUcdVLsA-cxS56wToylXoJSJdGSA==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrvGHZgbIsxaEQLN2p0jqo1ugcDSHgeEb1Sq_3ZVr-IRBTpiLww1yvP6zNde6uM2bRSDhGb0MgjmQok8chfpcgOhViKj962rD_8sp-nVuMV_4efH86gUiyCdzBcoIeOK5I_0mXBP7ZYc3CDj6Kupidfl1DtiVSiQe0GpkQofNunaM4LuuAo3jRGIH-UzX4ebPchBhOQLCtic_uuXY1ocXDqDjTdmPuAehBSK5dEba8g9LBayFxZkG6kg==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCr86NuLOQKcOgQr4jsa_UIwwR2Q2b62tnr3GrOOoAgaYI5DCcsFeuKw0uGIMKmgnZk9jwd_tCG0Qvj7xLViCsupysHXIKbLrYO2JzaIC6BJ-aKsG8stvmid3m1FEa4QDMBj_tHG0zhFBSApMGMpvI_3HqX6bPTUB9CCOTDHw2au1Le2q9-Lp0AuGYp-vNO6oFJAxgNDQLERCQosl4yMBWCdZXKKa2m-YEzK9t0MSzvvQqJ97Tn7ptwUUFDRVfM5u-lWtUvIsVfT2sZW3mW2gmJyA8XT2zu4fH77U7pv-pYOCnucfQvX4ppbXRz7BNosQ8sFAcYtZHb8jCGpK7LoMJtEe6EbFqTpOl-&c=&ch=
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For anyone unfamiliar with Proactive Technologies's PROTECH™
system of managed human resource development for the accelerated
transfer of expertise™, it might help to clarify what makes this approach
to worker development and continuous improvement so effective.  This
unique approach, in practice since 1986 and always improving, was
designed by someone who endured the pressures of maintaining the
highest quality staff in a world of constant change and pressures to do
more with less.

We start by collecting a lot of data for the client about each of their job
classifications that is all around anyway (e.g. people's heads, operator's
notes, engineering processes, quality standards, EHS
specifications). Usually we find that when this information isn't readily
available of discoverable, it makes learning and mastering the tasks - for
new hires and incumbents - unpredictable, ineffective, open to
interpretation and conflicts (including legal), costly and not conducive of
standardization of high performance. And the continual revision of all of
these bits of information adds to the challenge and makes process
improvement and implementation efforts difficult, at best.

Many times we find that tasks are not proceduralized for best practice
performance; either not defined at all or defined vaguely as "Perform
_____," leaving it up to each new trainee to guess what was intended. We
job/task analyze the missing bits and work with engineering, quality and
management to make sure we have the best, best practice before we
develop any training or certification tool from it.

Our proprietary software allows us to quickly gather and consolidate the
many sources of data for use only when and where needed. Read More

Some Thoughts on a Struggling Workforce
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of Proactive Technologies, Inc.

The Covid-19 pandemic of 2020 has revealed the frailty, inefficiency and
ineffectiveness of many U.S. institutions. Firstly, the U.S. healthcare
system, made up of a patchwork of non-profit and faux non-profit hospital
systems operating under a mix of local, state and federal regulations. As
we found out, procuring the necessities such as personal protective
equipment (for hospital staff) and ventilators for extremely critical patients
was a nightmare, seeing states competing among themselves with a
broken supply chain for scarce supplies and paying 5 - 10 times the
previously established prices. What should have been aggressively
coordinated at a national level - like the other developed economies who
saw lower numbers of deaths and a quicker path toward "normal" - was
preempted by the same disjointed lack of leadership, confusing guidelines
and conflicting mandates that left the citizenry trying to do what was right
for themselves and their community while unraveling in their personal lives.

The healthcare insurance system revealed itself to be more on paper than
in practice. The federal government had to intervene with taxpayer dollars
to guarantee citizens would be cared for while they were losing their jobs
and employer-backed health insurance (or an employee's ability to
continue to pay for insurance). Make-shift hospitals, such as those found
in lesser developed countries, discovered new found importance even
while testing supplies for Covid-19 still remained in dangerously short
supply.

The state-run unemployment insurance programs proved inadequate and
underfunded to handle a mass event of over 40 million new unemployment
claims in the first 5 months of 2020 - not to mention "gig" workers who
found themselves exceptions to nearly every program - until federal
government provided short-term intervention to shore up funds.

Federal food assistance programs were unable to keep up with the sudden
surge of newly, and unexpectedly, unemployed overwhelmed the system.
Community food banks tried to close the gap but quickly ran short
themselves.

Employers operating within this broken framework were not immune from
the impact of the Covid-19. Read More

Check out the
PROTECH system of PROTECH system of managedmanaged human resource human resource
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representative will be in your
area, in the month of:

June, 2020
Due to the Covid-19 virus and in theDue to the Covid-19 virus and in the
interest of safety for all, Proactiveinterest of safety for all, Proactive
Technologies, Inc. has curtailed on-siteTechnologies, Inc. has curtailed on-site
presentations of the PROTECHpresentations of the PROTECH™ ™ systemsystem
of of managedmanaged human resource human resource
development™ for the accelerateddevelopment™ for the accelerated
transfer of expertise™ for the time being.transfer of expertise™ for the time being.

However, if you are interested inHowever, if you are interested in
attending one of our regularly scheduledattending one of our regularly scheduled
videoconferences, select from thevideoconferences, select from the
schedule above or schedule above or visit our websitevisit our website and and
select a videoconference from theselect a videoconference from the
calendarcalendar. An email invitation will be sent. An email invitation will be sent
to you confirming your selection. Thisto you confirming your selection. This
videoconference will be to your computervideoconference will be to your computer
and no other equipment is required.and no other equipment is required.

If you would like more information orIf you would like more information or
would like to schedule a custom briefingwould like to schedule a custom briefing
and presentation videoconference for youand presentation videoconference for you
and your staff, click on the "contact us"and your staff, click on the "contact us"
link below. link below. 

Contact UsContact Us to express your interest to express your interest
in an onsite or group presentation.in an onsite or group presentation.

Classes alone will not
close the "skills gap,"
but structured on-the-
job training can...every
time!

Under-capacity of workers is an
enormous source of untapped
value and unrealized return on
worker investment. In addition,
standardizing expert task
performance - between workers
and shifts - can add to worker ROI
through lower scrap and rework.

Experience the power of the
PROTECH™ system of
managed human resource
development!

Accelerated Transfer of
Expertise™;

We help the client find grants to offset the investment to set-up and
implement each program. We provide the technical support to allow

your firm to focus on business. 

Imagine yourself under pressure to master the tasks of your newImagine yourself under pressure to master the tasks of your new
job, with no one available to show you how and very limited accessjob, with no one available to show you how and very limited access

to a resident expert. to a resident expert. 

It is a shame, but it happens... a lot! It is a shame, but it happens... a lot! 

The solution is the
PROTECH system of  managed 

human resource development™! 

Proactive Technologies offers pilot program approaches, scale-discounts
and opportunities for reimbursement to make your decision simple and

successful! 

Capture worker expertise for accelerated transfer;
Structures the informal, unstructured worker training
probably already in place, incorporating existing work
processes, as well as engineering and quality specifications;
Increase worker capacity, work quality, work quantity and
worker process training compliance (ISO/AS/TS and OSHA)
without the need of additional staff or burdening existing
staff;
Lower turnover rates;
Lower your firm's internal costs of training! 

Higher return on each worker investment...faster!

Learn more and get ready to maximize worker performance and
return on worker investment...while minimizing your
investment to do so! 

State training grant funds may be available to cover most, if not
all, of the initial investment to set-up and implement the
structured on-the-job training infrastructure!

With the Covid-19 pandemic disruptions,
employers need a structured on-the-job
training infrastructure now more than ever!
Quickly recertify incumbent workers, train new-
hire workers, and ensure both are driven and
maintained at "full job mastery." 

Contact a Proactive Technologies representative
to set up a 10 minute phone call that might convince you to
learn more about the accelerated transfer of expertise™.

Industry News
DOMESTIC ECONOMIC DATA
Gross Domestic Product, 1st Quarter 2020
(Second Estimate); Corporate Profits, 1st Quarter
2020 (Preliminary Estimate)
US Department of Commerce - Bureau of Economic Analysis
Real gross domestic product (GDP) decreased 5.0 percent in the first
quarter of 2020, according to the "second" estimate released by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis. The change was 0.2 percentage point lower
than the "advance" estimate released in April. In the fourth quarter of 2019,
real GDP increased 2.1 percent. Read Report 

Personal Income, Outlays - April, 2020
US Department of Commerce - Bureau of Economic
Analysis
Personal income increased 10.5 percent (monthly rate) in April according
to estimates released today by the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Disposable personal income increased 12.9 percent and consumer

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Tzye9AYKRtXtNJXKKFbl_MdazpHG4wZ3o3r2yXRm8vLH5_e8ZnIOhxPE-Qhx6wdxo_SmZTmgdmQL8f3OknsXfcZeaUNNPf0c-X_mwC9y1g3yD--jmPm2Uq2OXZMRqwVGna-RkTDqnYyGYdIYQtC7rVnMxBRtaOtSRmrVFkPO9N_A13kIzsqH21dEYGWGQmCqSURhYykssplf7KETGW5zcpgTwVtuSlnr4wYGOeIriJUPdm5rejR-kA=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4eBfPhOjUVsvVUcJ53tQnUVPcOX365XXz5u5ge9bQaN-6iTFJW_2AVgfyk5VFQxI1fA7rSYBppqqWNSosdm0BCajfQXctNbY9LmXV6NZlCkvn1BJVqlSuOsoTx7IJOYhSze346JeOnbvit3c33wDKUMHB3cAg-4lXwdB4cWwkAEj3GzTMD9aXcefGGixXG-8H-b2qAPqT56kawgOfa24_m5XkJQkX4NBQraAfboLlRoSvNlC-SPbK3t1ZfVXmv8tlc4M0Atz-R8VcZg70P9fpXo=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4aOE80nXJBoQEhmqRoppqa9sTymXyQ2ej-s0wK8tPJtnv_JfgIXDlhonMJBjKa5lSN-IfLLwJ2yKMZjkwWpbq1FWuMk5pY0X1ZmqjBkBjZpXxnn3nQyBw61NPDl63kFk62jCKaId0vSP-cDzppvQ39isxNcDTGz5blLaP-BZeJi0j9wwMyH_ubEf2SSboWcFGIqHNVuoyq-nlKW2n9V5zO0icsHrZzQnOGBggiwM_P-lPS07p99JwK6un8gkK3y6Dg==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Z23OOskGYM3VhNd_rriIuBrRctDEFwWT-y0PTiwH1fEITNwTjR9lDx_WkRvWesWpE_Z6Hn2xbRZAz1RwRzAqdY5sjxrVSPuqH22cZ7436URLF-rX2nqGYE0VDOiaAVSA-0uXK8ZjMR9sxRZyIDyJ9t4apeSw-L8JaRp1R5XHndI8-RPXwPw4-me5SBO-snBbnCYqhSFq4xrBiP8Y1zxf22weX0WOjYH4elftTkWGHfwmqyccx0q7NdkG4R14vCnt1WUQp87N7j9gs4Fr1Oz8_tyTdFJDGIHtzJ9j657IDVqb0yn6ezDRqwlIkqDjShTwpRaogk-AX4ap71Tv8i0nAZfUDapq5pQJ9n1PgJ2BKXq&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Sw0LzujKpYmvwHh8u3xP533-90zW-DBaosFjZSJV0DExt71EqzpaLqq8nF_ocAQC6faPjgQvL2O7LycIYaf9ZYW9GMS2L39HDQlY3yMBTQX7scnY5-a2ZoCnGhplwsSJ1v9ZtT8r3wXcKepP6YzACbiez3noKdZN5887s1SBHNgpbl1EsPo382cfdzXTxyJ-lWyQoOy1XclrotEHjZLEp4gpnQ2h9_y1MAnCjixJaNNvKGIA3MT_CGgGa6NKuC8nA==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4b1c-pExZ-Yt1lL8-0b-J7t98jwnSK620tiiyl2ZzFTV2hnBiBDKj74EwQAZcq1dEoCyr7LCnTl99glMgjXn7sb3ehzwaKpqEnkffi_ZJx6B6v9t0xLxDKS1-z25oWYlpBp72johU8nlXzJluz7HbeV6UTsezuDWxGFdLJhga9s2JkhHzfh0GIr-LG-1O8o8qrowoQG-NSaUWd4UMC-RHB7ap880zjeTpchXMEvD4uuRHcMScKxjOLKXzb2Ec7xDUtPwBKpQbayLplvFeu57fA3d8cZQ41AiRzG1A1jOkR1RleTuzXZJK7Y=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCr45RnGFkSE3vP4oInC7bo0qF-1BC-VfwbBYOZ78ADkPO8mn19WPjBQsI1tSwCOCfaI23E9qRPMD4CzZXkU9DXIzQOjv9xOSZnVIxQeQcxA_oVenfpiW_LCXM-BFlrgRLfoiwld04tvk6DzcpzbJKurWYNIjfP61KOl09b-YtqiiyIqu6MwURJG_3TIv8MNQTX00TbaxGOQFkN4jV007LU6aLUoiAmcKrV3oj8VwXDf304-KiovzDFNkW3fo1Hgk3Y9HR4WWkmDqW38g3QDY6hC7kkzybLYi1Z8n6C3DCgDVwZrv5ZHxT9XkQLQd9NqY_oI4flMXRaFi0=&c=&ch=


Increased worker
capacity, productivity, work
quantity, work quality and
compliance (specifications,
ISO/AS/TS programs and
safety mandates);
Decreased internal costs of
training;
Higher return on worker
investment!

You would be surprised how small
of an investment is needed to
unlock enormous returns. 

If budgets are tight,
Proactive Technologies can
be an extension to your
training department, 
with our technical
implementation support -
included with every
project!

There's nothing to lose by
contacting us to learn more.

www.proactivetechnologiesinc.com
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spending decreased 13.6 percent. Read Report

Manufacturers' Shipments, Inventories, and Orders
US Census Bureau 
New orders for manufactured goods in March decreased
$51.0 billion or 10.3 percent to $445.8 billion. March 2020: -
10.3° % change; February 2020 (r): -0.1° % change. Read
Report
  
Advanced Report on Manufacturers' Shipments,
Inventories, and Orders
US Census Bureau 
New orders for manufactured durable goods in April
decreased $35.4 billion or 17.2 percent to $170.0 billion.
April 2020: -17.2° % change; March 2020 (r): -16.6° %
change. Read Report

Consumer Price Index
US Bureau of Labor Statistics
In April, the Consumer Price Index for All Urban
Consumers fell 0.8 percent on a seasonally adjusted
basis; rising 0.3 percent over the last 12 months, not
seasonally adjusted. The index for all items less food and
energy fell 0.4 percent in April (SA); up 1.4 percent over the year (NSA).
Read Report

Producer Price Index
US Bureau of Labor Statistics
The Producer Price Index for final demand declined 1.3
percent in April, as prices for final demand goods dropped
3.3 percent and the index for final demand services moved
down 0.2 percent. The final demand index fell 1.2 percent
for the 12 months ended in April. Read Report
 
Job Openings and Labor Turnover
US Bureau of Labor Statistics
Due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, separations
increased to 14.5 million in March; of those, layoffs and
discharges were 11.4 million. Job openings and hires fell
to 6.2 million and 5.2 million, respectively.

BLS will be implementing a modification to the Job Openings and Labor
Turnover Survey (JOLTS) alignment procedure in order to more accurately
capture changes in separations and hires due to COVID-19. Additional
details will be provided with the release of JOLTS estimates for March
2020 on May 15, 2020. Read Report 

Civilian Labor Participation Rate
Federal Reserve Economic Data
For a 20 year chart of the U.S. Civilian Labor
Participation Rate. Read Report

Unemployment Rate for States
US Bureau of Labor Statistics
Unemployment Rates for States, Seasonally Adjusted. Read
Report

Job Creation - Employment Situation Summary
US Bureau of Labor Statistics
otal nonfarm payroll employment fell by 701,000 in March,
and the unemployment rate rose to 4.4 percent, the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported today. The changes in
these measures reflect the effects of the coronavirus (COVID-19) and
efforts to contain it. Employment in leisure and hospitality fell by 459,000,
mainly in food services and drinking places. Notable declines also
occurred in health care and social assistance, professional and business
services, retail trade, and construction. Read Report

U.S. Private Sector Job Quality Index
Cornell Law School
Almost 56% of US production and non-supervisory jobs
(about 59.5 million jobs) offer weekly incomes below the
$802 weighted average weekly income for all such jobs.
Together, those low-quality jobs offer a weighted average of $539 in
weekly income, or just over $28,000 per year.
 
There is a subset of these workers, in jobs often offering substantially less
income than the above average, who are particularly vulnerable to
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cessation of economic activity due to the spreading pandemic. Many
occupy front-line, customer-facing jobs that offer both low hourly wages
and a limited number of hours of work per week.
 
In addition, there are several higher quality job sectors - such as air
transportation - that are seeing shutdowns due to industry-specific, as
opposed to generalized consumer, inactivity.
 
The JQI Team has prepared an advisory list of the sectors that we believe
are likely to face the most severe levels of short-term job loss, divided into
low and high quality job categories, respectively, as defined by the JQI
methodology. Read Report

A "Now, Next, Later" Approach for Dealing with
Pandemic Challenges
Area Development - Kate Crowley, Principal, Baker Tilly
Virchow Krause, LLP, Jeff Jorge, Principal, International
Growth Services Practice Leader
The coronavirus pandemic is driving companies to focus on near-term
survival and long-term supply chain changes.

As the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in the U.S. spread in March,
leading to shelter-in-place orders in most states and a rapid slowdown of
the national economy, businesses have started adopting Baker Tilly's
"now, next, later" framework in dealing with the pandemic challenges:
"Now" is focused on the first 30 days; "next" is focused on the following 60
days; and "later" focusing on 90 days and beyond.

The "now" response reflects the immediate reality for businesses - survival.
An early March 2020 poll by the National Association of Manufacturers
showed 35 percent of manufacturers are facing significant interruptions in
supply chain operations, though only 51 percent had an emergency
response plan in place. Filings for unemployment claims by mid-April
soared to levels not seen since the Great Depression. Yet, even as
companies respond to short-term disruption in operations and in the lives
of their employees and communities, business leaders are looking ahead
to implement effective changes they can make to their businesses when
the economy begins to recover. Strategies for "Now" Read Article 

Embraer, Boeing Clash Over $4B Deal Collapse
CFO.com - Matthew Heller
Brazil's Embraer said Monday it has initiated an arbitration
proceeding to recover damages against Boeing for
scuttling a $4.2 billion deal between the two companies.

After two years of negotiations, Boeing on Saturday cited an inability to
agree on final terms in terminating its proposed acquisition of an 80%
stake in Embraer's commercial jet business.

"Boeing exercised its rights to terminate after Embraer did not satisfy the
necessary conditions," the company said in a statement.

But Embraer shot back by accusing Boeing of manufacturing "false claims
as a pretext to seek to avoid its commitments to close the transaction,"
which would have enabled the U.S. planemaker to broaden its portfolio of
aircraft to compete with European rival Airbus. Read Article

SEC Questions COVID Drug Claims of Biotechs
CFO.com - Matthew Heller
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission has
temporarily halted trading in the shares of three biotech
companies because of concerns over the accuracy of statements they
have made about a drug candidate for treating COVID-19.
 
Houston-based CNS Pharmaceuticals and WPD Pharmaceuticals of
Vancouver, B.C., have said they are developing a COVID-19 drug labeled
WP1122, with Moleculin Biotech, also of Houston, as their license partner.
 
The trading suspensions are the SEC's latest move "to crack down on false
information regarding tests, therapies or equipment relating to the
[coronavirus], which has infected more than 3.5 million people worldwide
and killed more than 248,000," MarketWatch said.
 
The commission has put temporary halts on the shares of at least 29
companies and last week sued Florida health-care company Praxsyn for
fraud, alleging it made "blatantly false" claims that it had secured a supply
of N95 masks. Read Article 
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Space Startup Swarm's FCC Approvals Could
Mean More Satellites
Thomas Insights - David Mantey
It's been an interesting year so far if you're in the low orbit space satellite
business... which is a universe that is bigger than you might think.
 
Of course there's SpaceX, who launched 60 satellites into orbit in March -
its sixth such mission, which brings its satellite total to 350 to date.
 
And then there's OneWeb, the UK-based based telecom satellite business
that announced recently that it was eliminating the vast majority of its staff
and filing for bankruptcy.
 
Well, the latest news comes from Swarm, the space startup that's perhaps
best known for being fined $900,000 by the FCC in 2018 for launching
some satellites without regulatory approval. At the time, the FCC rejected
an application by Swarm, saying the test satellites it intended to launch
were too small to be reliably tracked... and then Swarm launched them
anyway. Read Article

To Understand the Medical Supply Shortage, It
Helps to Know How the U.S. Lost the Lithium Ion
Battery to China
Area Development - Propublica - Lydia DePillis,
The failed U.S. effort to dominate global production of the lithium ion
battery - which is key to energy independence, automobile innovation and
more - holds lessons for leaders grappling with the U.S.'s reliance on
China for emergency medical supplies.

With so many critical health care products now made offshore that supplies
could not meet surging demand as the coronavirus overwhelmed hospitals,
America's attention has again turned to the atrophied state of domestic
manufacturing.
 
As imports from Chinese manufacturers vaporized and other countries
clamped down on exports, health care workers improvised with homemade
face masks while American factories retooled in a desperate race to make
ventilators and protective equipment. It's a pattern, it seemed, in which
devices invented in the U.S. end up being produced overseas. Read
Article

COVID-19 and the Automotive Industry
Area Development - PWC
Practical steps for responding to the coronavirus crisis
 
The coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak is causing widespread concern and
economic hardship for consumers, businesses and communities across
the globe.

As the pandemic disrupts business as usual and throws the economic
outlook into uncertainty, the automotive industry is on the front line. Some
of the most affected regions are major production hubs and home to key
links in the sector's global supply chain. Typical contingency plans help
enable operational effectiveness following events like natural disasters,
cyber incidents and power outages, among others. They don't generally
take into account the widespread quarantines, extended school closures
and travel restrictions that are being instituted in countries around the
world to help stem the spread of the virus. With production shutdowns
taking effect, automotive companies need to remain focused and nimble to
better navigate this crisis. Read Article 

How Are Supply Chains Adapting to the New
Reality?
Industry Week - Staff
While supply chains are generally quite flexible, no one
was prepared for this pandemic.
 
Supply chain as a business function is under a very large spotlight these
days as it's the network that is connecting necessary supplies, medical and
other essential supplies, to organizations that are responding to needs
arising from COVID-19.
 
While supply chains are generally quite flexible, no one was prepared for
this pandemic. In a March 10 survey by the Institute for Supply
Management, almost 75% of companies reported supply disruption and
44% of the companies didn't have a plan to deal with this kind of
disruption.
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MEMORABLE QUOTES

"The main difference between service
and manufacturing is the service
department doesn't know that they
have a product.'

W. Edwards Deming
American engineer, statistician,
professor, author, lecturer, and

management consultant
1900-1993

"I simply can't build my hopes on a
foundation of confusion, misery and
death... I think... peace and tranquility
will return again."

Anne Frank
Annelies Marie "Anne" Frank was a

German-Dutch diarist of Jewish origin.
One of the most discussed Jewish

victims of the Holocaust.
1929-1945

"Disciplined governments do not
engage in the economic equivalent of
binge eating followed by crash
dieting."

Peter Blair Henry
Economist, was the ninth Dean of New

York University's Leonard N. Stern
School of Business, and William R.

Berkley Professor of Economics and
Business.

Author of TURNAROUND: Third World
Lessons for First World Growth.
Previously, he was the Konosuke

Matsushita Professor of International
Economics at Stanford University. 

Peter Fretty, IndustryWeek technology editor, asked some experts for an
analysis of how to handle this unique situation. Read Article

We Can't Recover from a Coronavirus Recession
Without Helping Young Workers
Brookings Institute - Martha Ross and Nicole Bateman·
The recent economic upheaval caused by the COVID-19
pandemic is unmatched by anything in recent memory.
Social distancing has resulted in massive layoffs and furloughs in retail,
hospitality, and entertainment, and millions of the affected workers-
restaurant servers, cooks, housekeepers, retail clerks, and many others-
were already at the bottom of the wage spectrum.

The economic catastrophe of the previous decade, the Great Recession,
hit young adults and those with lower levels of education especially hard.
As we approach another nationwide recession, we are about to see history
repeat itself.

Millions of young adult workers were economically vulnerable before
COVID-19

In a pre-pandemic analysis, we identified 53 million low-wage workers in
America who earn median hourly earnings of just $10.22. Of these
workers, a disproportionate share are young adults ages 18 to 24: 13
million, or 24% of all low-wage workers. These 13 million young adults are
especially concentrated in industries that have been shuttered by stay-at-
home and social distancing orders, and are likely to experience an outsized
share of pandemic-related layoffs. Read Article 

Manufacturer Response to COVID-19 Disruptions:
Increased Interest in Automation, Reshoring
[Report]
Thomas Insights - Cathy Ma
Last month's Thomas Industrial Survey examining impacts of COVID-19
on the industrial sector, the results of which were released today, revealed
one in four U.S. manufacturers are considering expanding industrial
automation as a result of COVID-19, while one in five already has
automated systems in place.

Additionally, 64% of manufacturers report they are likely to bring
manufacturing production and sourcing back to North America - a 10%
increase from the same sentiment reported in the March 2020 survey.
COVID-19 Impact on Manufacturing: Survey Highlights Read Article

Virus Slams U.S. With Massive April Job Losses
CFO.com - Matthew Heller
The U.S. economy shed 20.5 million jobs in April, driving
the unemployment rate up to a post-World War Two high
and underscoring the devastating toll of the coronavirus pandemic on the
labor market.
 
The job losses were the steepest since the Great Depression, with the
pain spread broadly across industries ranging from hospitality to
healthcare. According to the Labor Department, unemployment rose to
14.7% from 4.4% in March, shattering the post-World War Two record of
10.8% in November 1982.
 
"The jobs report from hell is here - one never seen before and unlikely to
be seen again barring another pandemic or meteor hitting the earth,' said
senior economist Sal Guatieri of BMO Capital Markets.
 
Economists polled by Reuters had forecast nonfarm payrolls would dive by
22 million jobs. But The New York Times said that "If anything, the report
understates the damage." Read Article 

CDC Issues Tools to Guide Reopening of
Schools, Businesses, Transit
NPR - Hannah Hagemann
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention released
a set of documents on Thursday designed to provide guidance on how
child care centers, schools, restaurants and bars, and other establishments
could begin the process of reopening in the face of the coronavirus. The
direction comes after calls from lawmakers and state officials mounted for
the CDC to weigh in on how regions should reopen their economies.
 
The "decision tools" the agency released recommend that all workplaces
hold off on reopening unless they are ready to protect employees at higher
risk for severe illness, including those 65 and older and people of all ages

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4deIXFfVhq95Sld_gSQA0mqXywtAOODxhis98QUJyav50qkXxvf-wUQNgBEA3wrLOiyVRWXCBFkq2wdeuVGTLPBYlJ3CojuoKIvW4Bv1fmdCh95xRbGw5TfFI2VfzKrPNgoSxhKwBsN2Gmj5d1bqP9eM1SxItvKkMvdQnhZJq0gyhNg6hcN55ctLBgVRST4AmkPbHHgqiifE-r0biZBDw5k5Q-jLBPbyRb9A1YFC7UDUDuXXmaT-0XGN1xe-qNUvMLeJrxMpK5w8s46wENJF-gA=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4b_I2H1wo-0VX4NP-ClqZsz4p6zymndh_-lcXhEJRP8y6gngC3DJLGQNuGS0Jgm1go9VHnt9z6ET7J6soFYPrFsZVMTSHCSDxQD090jzjKDk9eIChSD6OrNdh-zpzo3cJxs47dTVe9PkFRTGcJALaPUppeDeVM4TnW-WHyg-v09ruATDNmSebRbKLpl0IWnjyucm4_u19hNxmM_WfdEGOaluSYJpxgUSGNa1e6r1oqURRK34DMUnD6xCZEIgPIni-Q==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrkL5ntvzK6FPMD9F5BhWhcy-0AZU2haVG9yuO_5QlEvkUGNopQpveRLBw5CwDfpMJSj4hYUu3h_UyQsU19TdYQBq9X_vqTVk547guMgYSnDTZ72DDy-TWtbEaegbN-JQNxDojJM1Pt1iT0nUIgJdmZj53pf3b3y0ldj_RSME_dSyCJLAOTNtZJpst2hX3Ji63ezeUEBvR1GYWB_FW0km1GinAuSOET3ZvufVBrey_KmA=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCr-ER6osncu-_kawWriyx5V6aEp33lsukq9m0K1ofHFgrKjZArEhj_t1wLtHutZeBej-fqlNz3Hfss5PXoFVgTA8ZOrNr7X1pQ-m6YdvzR2fA-cpf_MdbADM2Jr6PqaugSo86_b75CoBtpbXw4o4ekQ8U1JbM4JJn6z4imxSsQP0vrdxLtTOhvzlTEQGzhZ0-6CyrG9Io9HVZU3THhQ147wgXruVppVy2HhuAuSJg1mmFp_9zVMyH9-w==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrPEFhg4EfsvwW-1OiBJG97ylw1kZLHoG6zcVG1H0okKaPK2EZkDmK7p4ZlNS8LZygzDvSM4PEDadtcA1T0jXzKVN89LqEA7BWXzq-9GuKIoUGlDpAi4BYnmsLsB5yz9iuG8IWv0ja3aWgj24KoYSo6ykE-ijJ9V9vlUh8VgAJd7ZSaYd0uHs2bdsvHNE1DM1K8sAJndj9IyDm4H_saOPnazfSeJhqcdBVx-LF5BIUkkNxsaB7zWtTrerDvLfHJzKm4UB0aMLAmGjVifgBVKlG7V39BQSeXZVG0HcU_5ntplFi1ueXYF22oJeygrMMrb-O&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrsTiG6CHpSZ74ZdNlPA0QcwrShuwZfaqVRFxXKDBaguaarUwEkL8LgkA3zwFyewXII2-950zohrbrX8dEZHfN6JVEmOxxjD9TCTvIeum6OhHHkpY_Q6kkTB3D-SO1GlRrVonXa78WfgmVz4IwEdsNLxH3OqHP3-cZBTnJpg21RVO9AwbkrR6d8MBriWga8j8lUd-mTk6cVU0NlMHgNmoKdbzD0pVzo9y8c4jzpjYr_N8a7xUNTdbaveiyus8f-eO3ugZsOq780ylNkQ-3MMfvVbOcccMArEHhRSlhWL5eBFZJ_3eV4SKC2lZze1fC17bfl0bSj4eEx3U=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrnymGMD7zX5UEiaV8WbFjlNHsl7QxVBE9F9Yozp7NM2rpYnxjpeJsvP-Q4l_FjidNs0yh8C8prCIHAG0Db6-F6NfQn8-mBMXADIvk4JRjYaSa5-UXrcZNrceGdy5q-PFt1PE3AMAsvjUzzN1lY6XZDrk6SydGKx6z8cmuG6SQh-PIw0k2x2kCNC3w9AfvhkKg_5d5zrzIro89QjI-ngoSZY02f9rVvBE-szlNu3e9PMsZiLaBNk0-sjKtkNyh71Xp8Kg_j_rIlGpIaMlrHpATE5iGJl1StliRDw6c81yyLPgiqRnvZCMRam5c5JwcVAZyy5a-jJJZFcWd_Hh6PnL3OQ==&c=&ch=
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Recent Proactive
Technologies News
Article Quicklinks

May
Confusion Over What Constitutes
"Training" is Stumbling Block to
Effective Worker Development
Strategies
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Online Resources for the New,
Reluctant "Home Schoolers" and
"Home Learners"
by Stacey Lett, Director of Operations,
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Are Advances in Technology
Distracting, Rather Than Assisting, HR
From the Fundamentals of Worker
Selection and Development?
by Stacey Lett, Director of Operations,
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.
 
Nine Scenarios That Would Make You
Wish You Had a Structured OJT
System
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.
 

April
Use Business Disruption Lulls to
Develop Unused Worker Capacity:
Build Organizational Value and Off-set
Unexpected Costs
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.
 
Put Yourself in a Trainee's Shoes
by Stacey Lett, by Stacey Lett, Director
of Operations - Eastern U.S. - Proactive
Technologies, Inc.

 
How Start-Ups and Joint Ventures Can
Benefit From Structured On-The-Job
Training
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

 
How Much Would "Full Worker
Capacity" Through Full Job Mastery
Be Worth to Your Firm?
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

March
Five Most Important Ways Structured
On-the-Job Training Can Reclaim
Wealth For an Employer
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Internships of Value - For Employer
AND Intern
by Stacey Lett, Director - Eastern U.S. -
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

with underlying medical conditions.
 
If an organization can protect workers and goes forward with reopening,
the CDC recommends intensifying cleaning and sanitation and establishing
health and safety actions "as feasible," such as hand-washing, wearing a
cloth face covering and social distancing. The documents also advise
employers to encourage workers to stay home if they feel sick. Read
Article

Governor Ducey Announces Global
Industry Leader TSMC To Build
Advanced Semiconductor Factory In
Arizona
Office of the Arizona Governor
PHOENIX - Governor Doug Ducey today announced that following a
national search, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC)
has selected Arizona for its new U.S. advanced semiconductor factory.
The project will create over 1,600 new high-tech jobs and generate
thousands of additional jobs in the state for suppliers and other companies
within the semiconductor industry. TSMC's total spending on this project,
including capital expenditure, will be approximately $12 billion from 2021 to
2029.
 
"We're incredibly proud that one of the world's leading technology
companies has chosen Arizona for this high-tech project, one with national
and global significance," said Governor Ducey. Read Release
 
Why America Can Make Semiconductors But Not
Swabs
Area Development - Bloomberg, Dan Wang
The loss of manufacturing workers has had a broader
impact than most Americans realize.
 
Among the many uncomfortable truths revealed by the coronavirus
pandemic is, apparently, this: America can't build anymore. Faced with an
unprecedented emergency, U.S. factories have struggled to make even
relatively simple products such as swabs, masks and protective gear.
 
This is more surprising than it seems. While millions of manufacturing jobs
have been lost over the past two decades as low-end production has
shifted to Asia, real output in U.S. manufacturing hovers around all-time
highs. American manufacturers dominate high-tech sectors such as wide-
body aircraft and semiconductors. Worrying signs have been mounting,
however. Read Article

Wisconsin Shipbuilder Awarded $5.5 Billion Navy
Contract to Build Guided-missile Frigates
Thomas Insights - Andy Szal
The U.S. Navy last week awarded a contract for up to 10
new ships to a northeastern Wisconsin shipbuilder.

Marinette Marine, a subsidiary of Italian shipbuilding giant Fincantieri, will
receive an initial award of nearly $800 million to build the first vessel in the
FFG(X) class of guided-missile frigates.

If all options in the contract are exercised, Pentagon officials said, the deal
would be worth more than $5.5 billion over the next 15 years.
The mayor of Marinette said the contract is poised to add about 1,000
more workers at Marinette Marine's shipyard, which currently employs
about 2,500 people. Officials suggested it would directly or indirectly
create more than 5,000 new jobs across the region. Marinette is located on
Wisconsin's border with Upper Michigan along the western shore of Green
Bay. Read Article 

Thousands of US Medical Workers Furloughed,
Laid Off as Routine Patient Visits Drop During
Coronavirus Pandemic
USA Today - Kim Norvell and Jayne O'Donnell
 
Dotty Orr took time off from her job as a receptionist for a primary care
physician in Akron, Ohio, to get her knee replaced March 4.
 
Thursday, she found out she's not going back.
 
Orr, 64, worked for Dr. Pennie Marchetti for eight years. Marchetti laid off
Orr and a part-time nurse as patient visits dropped nearly 80% during the
novel coronavirus pandemic.
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Workforce Development Partnerships
with Substance: My Experience
by Randy Toscano, Jr., MSHRM,
Executive Director of Human Resources,
Paris Regional Medical Center

Understanding the Important
Difference Between Classroom, Online
and On-The-Job Training Knowing the
Difference Can Save Your
Organization Time, Money and
Disappointment
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

February
Certifying and Auditing Workers,
Subcontractors
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

 
Assessing Employees with Past Drug
Addictions for Work Tricky
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.
 
Apprenticeships: Be Careful Not to
Minimize Integrity While Spiking The
Numbers
by Dr. Dave Just, formally Dean of
Corporate and Continuing Education at
Community Colleges in MA, OH, PA, SC.
Currently President of K&D Consulting

Apprenticeships That Make Money?
Not as Impossible as it Seems (part 2
of 2) - Setting Up an Apprenticeship
Center
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

January
Appreciating the Value of Labor
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Increasing Worker Capacity - An
Alternative to Cutting Workers for
Short-term Cost Savings
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Your "Resident Expert" May Not Be an
Expert Trainer, But Easily Could Be
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Apprenticeships That Make Money?
Not As Impossible as it Seems - Part 1
of 2: The European Difference
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

December
"Full Job Mastery" means "Maximum
Worker Capacity"- A Verifiable Model
for Measuring and Improving Worker
Value While Transferring Valuable
Expertise
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Algorithms for Hiring, Credit..What

Marchetti said she hopes to bring her staff back when her workload picks
back up, but no one knows when that will be.
 
"I feel guilty not being at work," said Orr, who faces an $8,000 bill for her
surgery. Read Article

Automakers Enter the Circular Economy
Area Development - Karen Thuermer, Staff Editor
Industrial companies, including automotive firms, are
among those reinventing how businesses find, use, and
dispose of the resources and materials that make up global trade.
 
The auto industry has long been at the forefront of innovation, particularly
when it comes to manufacturing processes and materials management.
Back in the early 1900s, Henry Ford was famous for introducing vertical
integration into manufacturing processes.
 
Today, with concerns mounting over the environment and high materials
costs, automakers are turning toward "circular integration" as a means to
not only initiate sustainability programs, but also create jobs and save
costs. In fact, global professional services company Accenture concluded
in its 2016 report entitled "Automotive's Latest Model: Redefining
Competitiveness through the Circular Economy" that automotive
companies could realize $400 billion to $600 billion in revenue from circular
business economy business models by 2030.
 
While automakers have historically resisted utilizing recycled parts, the
practice is catching on. For several years a wide host of car manufacturers
like Subaru, Volvo, Audi, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Nissan, Cadillac,
Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors have been running sustainability
programs to find ways to be more earth-friendly. Read Article

Maersk Says Q2 Shipping Volume May Fall a
Record 25%
Thomas Insights - Mike Hockett
Maersk, the world's largest container shipping company,
reported its 2020 first-quarter financial results while also providing a grim
projection for the amount of volume it expects to see in Q2 amid COVID-
19 pandemic impacts.
 
The Copenhagen, Denmark-based company said it expects global
container transport and logistics volume to decrease 20% to 25% year-
over-year for the April-June Q2 period. Maersk CEO Soren Skou said the
company will match that decline on a one-to-one basis by reducing its
capacity.
 
"Without a doubt, it's going to be the steepest-ever drop in demand within a
quarter," Skou told analysts in a post-earnings conference call
Wednesday. Read Article 
 
A New $12 billion US Chip Plant Sounds Like a Win for Trump.
Not Quite.
Area Development - MIT Technology Review, Karen Hao
The US is trying to disentangle the global tech supply chain and cut
Huawei off from its supply of advanced silicon chips, but the plan could
backfire.
 
On Friday, May 15, the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC),
the world's largest contract chipmaker, announced that it will build a $12
billion plant in Arizona, to open by 2024. It expects the facility to employ
roughly 1,600 people and indirectly generate thousands of other jobs.
 
At first blush, the announcement looks like a victory for the Trump
administration, which has been pushing to disentangle its technology
supply chain from China-both by regaining its high-tech manufacturing
capacity from Asia and by cutting off its own equipment and intellectual
property from Chinese tech giants like Huawei. But the impact of the TSMC
deal is far from clear cut and instead highlights just how intertwined the
countries' supply chains really are. Read Article
 
Aerospace Company Invests $300 Million,
Promises 675 New Jobs in Florida Relocation
Thomas Insights - Andy Szal
A developer of supersonic aircraft recently announced
plans to move its headquarters to Florida's Atlantic Coast - along with
nearly 700 new jobs.
 
Aerion Supersonic said the $300 million Aerion Park campus in
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Next? Perhaps Caution Should be
Exercised
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Tips for Workforce Developers -
Partnerships That Matter...and Last
by Dr. Dave Just, formally Dean of
Corporate and Continuing Education at
Community Colleges in MA, OH, PA, SC.
Currently President of K&D Consulting

Economic Development Opportunities
- An Important Incentive in Attracting
Companies to Your Region
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Proactive Technologies Announces
Significant Turnkey Project Discount
Program - October 15th - December
20th, 2019!"No-Risk" Discount Pilot
Program - Witness Approach for One
of Your Specific Job Classifications
Before You Decide to Expand  
by Proactive Technologies, Inc. Staff

November
Reluctant to Reshore Due to Apparent
Shortage of Skilled Labor? Don't Be
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Have You Captured The Expertise of
Your Critical Hourly and Salary
Positions?
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager-
Eastern U.S., Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

The US DOL Wants States To Expand
Apprenticeships. Will, and Can,
Community Colleges Support Truly
Employer-Focused Apprenticeships?
Dr. Dave Just, formally Dean of
Corporate and Continuing Education at
Community Colleges in MA, OH, PA, SC.
Currently President of K&D Consulting

Proactive Technologies Announces
Significant Turnkey Project Discount
Program - October 15th - December
20th, 2019!
Staff

October
Labor Costs Expected to Increase, So
Will Challenges to Worker
Development
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

More Employers Finding Ways To
Strategically Ensure Fair Pay
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager-
Eastern U.S., Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Developing the Maintenance and
Other Technically Skilled Workers
That You Need; To Specification, With
Minimal Investment
Dr. Dave Just, formally Dean of
Corporate and Continuing Education at
Community Colleges in MA, OH, PA, SC.
Currently President of K&D Consulting

Melbourne, Florida, would include a new global headquarters as well as
facilities for design, research, manufacturing, and maintenance. The
project will create a minimum of 675 jobs in the state by 2026 and is also
likely to bring numerous aerospace suppliers to the area.
 
"We are building the next generation of high-speed transportation networks
that will revolutionize global mobility without leaving a carbon footprint on
our world," Aerion Chairman, President, and CEO Tom Vice said in the
announcement.
 
Aerion, established in Reno, Nevada, in 2003, introduced a 12-passenger
business jet capable of traveling more than 1,000 miles per hour, the AS2,
in 2014. The company, which partnered with Boeing early last year, says
the AS2 is the world's first privately built supersonic aircraft. Read Article
 
Could Edible Water Bottles Soon Replace Plastic
Options?
Thomas Insights - Laura Ross
In the 1980s, bottled water hit the mainstream.

It was hailed as a healthy alternative to soft drinks, but claims were also
made that bottled water was good for the hair and skin, and safer to drink
than tap water. Helped along by Hollywood celebrity endorsements, sales
of bottled water surpassed the sales of soft drinks in the U.S. for the first
time in 2016. By 2018, bottled water was the largest beverage category in
the U.S. market.
 
Today, however, you might pause before purchasing a plastic bottle of
water, especially with the knowledge that:

Just one in five plastic bottles are recycled.
1,500 plastic bottles end up in landfills or oceans every second.
It takes 450 years for a plastic bottle to completely degrade.
The average American disposes of 100 plastic water bottles every
year.  Read Article

Boeing Reportedly Plans to Restart Production of
737 Max Planes by May Despite Coronavirus
Uncertainty
Business Insider - Rosie Perper
Several industry sources told Reuters that the plan was to renew
production of the plane in April, though that deadline has since been
moved to May due to uncertainty surrounding the novel coronavirus
spread.
 
Boeing Chief Financial Officer Greg Smith told Reuters that restarting
production of the jet would be a "very slow, methodical, systematic
approach to warming the line up, and getting crews back in place." Airlines
around the world have been slashing international and domestic flights and
demand for air travel has plummeted as countries around the world
continue to seal off their borders to contain the pandemic.
 
Several industry sources told Reuters that the initial plan was to renew
production of the plane in April, though that deadline has since been
moved to May due to uncertainty surrounding the novel coronavirus
spread. The entire fleet of Boeing's best-selling aircraft has been grounded
since March 2019 after two fatal crashes involving the jet left a combined
346 people dead in a five-month span.
 
Boeing suspended production of the plane in January and has 400
undelivered jets in storage, according to Reuters. The company first
touted the possibility of slowing or suspending the jet's production in July
2019, depending on whether the jet remained grounded into 2020. Read
Article

Financial News
American Workers' Safety Net is Broken. The
COVID-19 Crisis is a Chance to Fix it.
Brookings Institute - John C. Austin, Nonresident Senior
Fellow - Metropolitan Policy Program
The COVID-19 pandemic is forcing some major
adjustments to many aspects of our daily lives that will
likely remain long after the crisis recedes: virtual learning, telework, and
fewer hugs and handshakes, just to name a few. But in addition, let's hope
the crisis also drives a permanent overhaul of the nation's woefully
inadequate worker safety net system.
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Pre-Employment Physical Ability
Tests Can be a Legal Liability If Not
Done Right
by Jim Poole, President of Lifetime
Learning, LLC.

Explaining Your Process Training to
Auditors, Prospects and Clients
by Proactive Technologies, Inc. Staff

September
How Much Would "Full Worker
Capacity" Through Full Job Mastery
Be Worth to Your Firm?
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Task-Specific Performance Reviews -
An Accurate Metric for a Structured
On-Job-Training Outcome
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager-
Eastern U.S., Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Classes Alone Will Not Close the
"Skills Gap," But Structured On-the-
Job Training Can...Every Time!
by Proactive Technologies, Inc. Staff

 
Supervisors and First Line
Management Need Structured On-The-
Job Training, Too
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

August
Thirteen Good Reasons Why
Structured On-The-Job Training
Should be Part of Your Business
Strategy
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

The High Cost of Employee Turnover
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S., Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Ensuring Worker Training Complies
With ISO, AS, TS and Other Quality
Mandates
Proactive Technologies, Inc. - Staff

From Innovation to Implementation -
Success Depends on Preparedness of
Those Executing
by Dean Prigelmeier. President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

July
Do U.S. Productivity Measures
Measure Productivity?
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Decreasing the Cost of Turnover
WHILE Increasing Worker Capacity,
Work Quality and Compliance...With
One Approach!
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S., Proactive Technologies,
Inc

The Skills Gap Solution; Employers
Still Reluctant to Commit to Role Only
They Can Fill 

In many hard-hit states, the pandemic-induced recession has shredded
programs for workers' economic security and career advancement. These
have been long overdue for a modernization, having failed to provide
security even before the pandemic, in an economy defined by
technological disruptions, fast-evolving skill demands, and changing work
regimens.

In Michigan, the social lockdown has already deeply affected workers living
paycheck to paycheck, relatively few of whom had a durable salary or
could work from home-resulting in the greatest number of unemployment
insurance applicants in the nation. To put money in the pockets of laid-off
workers, the federal CARES Act threw out the rule book for unemployment
insurance (UI), which was originally designed in 1935 to provide temporary
income support to full-time workers in highly cyclical manufacturing
industries. The result is havoc in these state-run systems, which are
crashing under the weight of a surge in applicants, a large number of
whom work in the new normal of permanent "part-time" status or as
independent contractors (so-called "gig" workers), who in normal times
would not be eligible to apply for UI. States have struggled to quickly
implement CARES Act changes into their systems due to historically low
staffing levels and data systems from the 1980s. Read Article 

Rich Americans Seize Historic Chance to Pass on
Wealth Tax-Free
MSN News - Bloomberg, Ben Steverman
Rich Americans are taking advantage of an
unprecedented opportunity, made possible by the coronavirus pandemic,
to transfer money to their children and grandchildren tax-free.

Thanks to the 2017 Republican tax overhaul, it was already easier than
ever to avoid the U.S. estate and gift tax, a 40% levy on the biggest
fortunes. Now, plunging interest rates and volatile equity markets are
creating a once-in-a-lifetime chance that's keeping wealth advisers busy
even as they work from home.

"Our phone is kind of ringing off the hook," said Jordan Waxman,
managing partner of Nucleus Advisors. "There really hasn't been a better
time to plan."
Key interest rates set by the Internal Revenue Service for estate-planning
purposes have never been as low as they are starting this month. For
example, the so-called Section 7520 rate, determined each month based
on a formula, fell to 0.8% in May from 1.2% in April. It had been well above
2% for most of last year. The previous low for the rate, which applies to
many popular trust strategies, was 1% in January 2013. Read Article

Boeing Raises $25B In Debt Offering, Says No
Longer Needs Federal Aid
Benzinga
The Boeing Company on Thursday said it no longer requires federal aid to
weather through the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

The troubled aircraft maker has instead raised $25 billion in a bond
offering.
"We're pleased with the response to our bond offering today, which is one
of several steps we're taking to keep liquidity flowing through our business
and the 17,000 companies in our industry's supply chain," the company
said in a statement.

"The robust demand for the offering reflects strong support for the long-
term strength of Boeing and the aviation industry." Read Article

Small Businesses Counting on Loan Forgiveness
Could Be Stuck with Debt
The New York Times - Alan Rappeport and Emily Flitter
The embattled small business lending program at the
center of the Trump administration's economic rescue is running into a
new set of challenges, one that threatens to saddle borrowers with huge
debt loads, as banks begin the tricky task of proving the loans they
extended actually met the government's strict and shifting terms.

With thousands of businesses preparing to ask for their eight-week loans
to be forgiven, banks and borrowers are just now beginning to realize how
complicated the program may turn out to be. Along with lawmakers, they
are pushing the Treasury Department, which is overseeing the loan fund,
to make forgiveness requirements easier to meet.

It is the latest complication for a program that has come under fire for
allowing big companies to borrow funds from a finite pool of money aimed
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by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
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More Education Won't Fix Flat or
Declining Wages, But Appropriate
Compensation and Stable Job
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by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
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at keeping small businesses afloat. More than $500 billion in loans have
been approved since the beginning of April, and Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin has repeatedly tightened the terms of the Paycheck
Protection Program to try and dissuade large companies from taking
money. Mr. Mnuchin has said Treasury would review any company that
took more than $2 million in loans and would hold firms "criminally liable" if
they did not meet the program's terms. Read Article

US Companies Got Emergency Government
Loans Despite Having Months of Cash
MSN News - Reuters, Joshua Franklin and Lawrence
Delevingne
When American companies recently applied for U.S. government loans
meant to help small businesses survive the coronavirus crisis, they had to
certify they needed the cash to cover basic needs like salaries and rent.
The money, up to $10 million, was meant to tide them over for eight weeks.

Some recipients, though, had considerable cash on hand. Forty-one
publicly traded companies that got the emergency aid already had enough
to cover basic expenses for two months or more when they applied for the
funds, a Reuters analysis found -- even if their revenue dropped to zero.
Thirty had three months or more of cash. Six had enough to last at least
until 
December, according to the review, which was based on average monthly
operating expenses from 2019.

All told, these relatively flush 41 companies were able to secure $104
million in government aid, at a time when legions of smaller companies
with little in their coffers were being turned down. Seventeen of the 41
recipients had market capitalizations of at least $100 million.

"It's disheartening to see relief spending go to companies that don't appear
to desperately need a lifeline," said Danielle Brian, executive director of the
Project On Government Oversight, a Washington-based non-profit that
monitors government spending. "This shows just how urgently we need
more oversight of this program and the rest of the federal government's
relief spending."

Reuters examined the latest available financial information for 276 publicly
traded companies that applied for the forgivable loans in the first round of
the U.S. government's Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) in April. The
list includes companies tracked by data provider FactSquared through the
end of April. Read Article 

GM Banks on Cash Hoard to Ride out Pandemic
CFO.com - Matthew Heller
General Motors reported a sharp drop in quarterly profit
on Wednesday but its share rose 3% amid optimism over
its ability to weather the coronavirus crisis.

The pandemic cost the largest U.S. automaker $1.4 billion
before taxes during the first quarter, with net profit sliding 86.7% to $294
million from $2.2 billion a year ago as the company shut down its factories.

But GM's results were better than those of rivals Ford and Fiat Chrysler,
which both reported first-quarter losses. Pretax earnings of 62 cents per
share beat Wall Street projections of 30 cents per share.

"We believe that we're positioned well to manage through this because
we've taken swift actions to preserve liquidity," GM CFO Dhivya
Suryadevara told reporters. Read Article 

U.S. Treasury Shifts to Longer-Duration Debt
CFO.com - Matthew Heller
The U.S. Treasury Department will offer a 20-year bond for
the first time since 1986 to fund its increased borrowing due to the
government's coronavirus relief spending.

The 20-year bond is part of Treasury's shift from bills to longer-duration
securities as it seeks to borrow a record $3 trillion this quarter.

"With the red ink building on a $25 trillion national debt, the Treasury is
looking to stretch the duration while long-term [interest] rates remain
around historic lows," CNBC said.

The department will auction $20 billion worth of the 20-year bond on May
20. It is also increasing auction sizes for other maturities, selling a 10-year
note in the amount of $32 billion and a 30-year bond in the amount of $22
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Put Yourself in a Trainee's Shoes
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S. - Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Worker Capacity; Malperformance
Cause-Effect
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

March
Eight Scenarios That Would Make You
Wish You Had a Structured OJT
System
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Employers Say They Struggle With a
"Skills Shortage," Yet They Cut the
Training Budget. What Gives?
by Stacey Lett, Regional Manager -
Eastern U.S., Proactive Technologies,
Inc.

Some Community Colleges Moving
Back Toward 70's Approach to
Vocational Programs; Why Did it Take
So Long?
by Dr. Dave Just, formally Dean of
Corporate and Continuing Education at
Community Colleges in MA, OH, PA, SC.
Currently President of K&D Consulting

Can't Find The Right Workers? Why
Not Train Workers To Your Own To
Specification?
by Dean Prigelmeier, President of
Proactive Technologies, Inc.

Visit the Proactive Technologies
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Publications" page for Past

Newsletters and Archived
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We Partner With EducationalWe Partner With Educational
Institutions,  Institutions,  

Workforce/EconomicWorkforce/Economic
Development Groups,Development Groups,
Government Agencies.Government Agencies.

Structured on-the-job trainingStructured on-the-job training
attracts and engages employers inattracts and engages employers in
workforce developmentworkforce development
partnerships...some projectspartnerships...some projects
sustainable for more than 18 years! sustainable for more than 18 years! 

This creates a steady need for your
related technical instruction, services
and a pathway for employment.

These partnerships:

enhance your institution's
opportunity to market your

billion starting this month.

Additional 20-year bond auctions are expected in June and July, with each
sale offering $17 billion of notes. Read Article 

Fed Study Questions Paycheck Protection Loans
CFO.com - William Sprouse
A study from two Federal Reserve economists has found
that states hardest-hit by the coronavirus pandemic are
being approved for payroll protection loans by the Small
Business Administration at lower rates than less hard-hit
areas.

The study, from Haoyang Liu and Desi Volker of the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York's Research and Statistics Group, said 20% of small
businesses in New York were approved for Paycheck Protection loans,
compared with more than 55% of small businesses in Nebraska.

The economists used the number of coronavirus cases as a proxy for the
economic impact of the pandemic in a specific state. They said the
payment protection loans have not been correlated to unemployment
claims. Read Article 

Turning Back the Poverty Clock: How will COVID-
19 Impact the World's Poorest People?
Brookings Institute - Homi Kharas, Interim Vice President
and Director - Global Economy and Development and
Kristofer Hamel, Chief Operating Officer - World Data Lab
The release of the IMF's World Economic Outlook
provides an initial country-by-country assessment of what might happen to
the world economy in 2020 and 2021.

Using the methods described in the World Poverty Clock, we ask what will
happen to the number of poor people in the world-those living in
households with less than $1.90 per person per day in actual or imputed
spending-given this new economic forecast.

We take the difference between the IMF's April 2020 forecasts for GDP
growth and their forecast from October 2019 as "the COVID effect," a slight
simplification because other things have also changed in the world that
may have caused the IMF to alter its forecasts. However, the largest
change is clearly caused by COVID-19 and the policy response around the
world.
The summary result is that some 690 million people are likely to be in poor
households in 2020, compared to our previous estimates of 640 million
people. Read Article 

Why the Crisis May Make Powerful Corporations
Even More Powerful
NPR Planet Money - Greg Rosalsky
In early April, Bharat Ramamurti got a call from U.S.
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer's office, informing
him that the senator was selecting him as the first member of what would
become the five-member Congressional Oversight Commission. The
commission, which was created by the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act, oversees trillions of dollars in federal
spending to rescue America from the COVID-19 crisis.

"I hurriedly went and updated my LinkedIn page because it said that I was
still a student in law school, which was accurate as of 12 years ago,"
Ramamurti says. Ramamurti's updated LinkedIn profile now reflects that
he was, until recently, Elizabeth Warren's deputy policy director. It still
doesn't mention, however, that his first job out of Yale Law School, in
2007, was an internship with the Boston Red Sox the same year they won
the World Series.

Ramamurti's new oversight job was a lonely one at first. Not only was he
working from his home in Washington, D.C., but for weeks after his
appointment, Ramamurti was also the only official serving on the
commission. Holed up in his house with his wife, a 5- and 3-year-old, and
an energetic dog, he has been trying to monitor the multitrillion-dollar
rescue of the American economy.

Along the way, Ramamurti has grown increasingly worried that small and
medium-sized businesses are getting crushed as big corporations make
out like bandits. Read Article

Top Wall Street Firms are Getting Increasingly Worried
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products and services to
incumbent workers;

allow your organization to
include structured on-the-job
training as a capstone to pre-
employment preparation;

document a trainee-to worker's
increasing value to the employer
- the key to retention - rather
than leaving it to chance;

properly aligns workforce
development resources and
maximizes the impact and
results;

allows you to engage an
employer's facility, equipment
and staff in the training process;

provides the best infrastructure
for apprenticeships and
internships that last!

is a win for the trainee, win for
the worker, win for the employer,
win for the institution and win for
the community! 

This approach has continued to prove
itself since 1988, and does not
compete with your products and
services; it adds to your efforts the
clear, tangible, measurable
advantage that employers seek. 

Proactive Technologies has
continued to partner with
community colleges, universities,
workforce development agencies and
training providers with its "hybrid
approach" to worker training.  

Introduce the power of the
PROTECH™ system of
managed human resource
development to your
clients!

There's nothing to lose by
contacting us to learn more

www.proactivetechnologiesinc.com
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Corporate Stock Buybacks are Drying up Just When the Market
Needs Them Most
MSN News- Business Insider, Matthew Fox
*Corporate share buyback programs are declining at a rapid rate as
companies look to build up cash and strengthen their balance sheets amid
the coronavirus pandemic.

*Analyst notes from Bank of America, Goldman Sachs, and JPMorgan
point to a significant drop in estimated buybacks for 2020, just when the
market needs them most.

*Since 2009, the only net buyer of stocks has been corporations, one
analyst noted.

Corporate stock buyback programs are drying up just when the market
needs them most.

Since 2009, corporations have been the only net buyer of stocks,
repurchasing more than $4 trillion worth of shares, according to a note
from Canaccord Genuity's Tony Dwyer published last month. Read Article

Jeff Bezos is on Track to Become a Trillionaire by
2026 - Despite an Economy-killing Pandemic and
Losing $38 billion in His Recent Divorce
Business Insider - Tyler Sonnemaker
Jeff Bezos could become the first trillionaire by 2026 if his wealth
continues growing at 34% a year, according to an analysis from
Comparisun.

That's before accounting for the coronavirus pandemic, which has sent the
value of his Amazon shares soaring, and despite the $38 billion he lost in
his recent divorce settlement.

Bezos is worth an estimated $143 billion, thanks to a $28 billion bump in
2020, according to Bloomberg.

Bezos' wealth is growing rapidly as Amazon faces increasing criticism from
employees and lawmakers over its labor practices. Read Article

To Reopen the Economy Safely, We Need Both
Liability Protection and Hazard Pay
Brookings Institute - Joshua Gotbaum
Now that businesses are reopening, the most urgent issue
is how to do it safely. Congress is now being asked to
safeguard both businesses that want to reopen and the
workers who are necessary for them to do so. Businesses, knowing that
their employees or customers could get COVID-19, are asking for
protection against lawsuits saying they're responsible when that happens.
Their employees, knowing the same, want protection for themselves and
their families, too, when they go back to work.

At the moment, Congress is doing nothing; while businesses are
reopening, people are coming back to workplaces they know are risky, and
there will be lawsuits over who should pay for the illnesses, deaths, and
other losses that occur.

What Congress could do, however, is to combine two proposals that are
already on the table: protection against lawsuits and a "hazard pay bonus"
for workers in workplaces that haven't yet been tested and shown to be
safe. Read Article 

Former KPMG Auditors Charged with Exam
Cheating
CFO.com - Matthew Heller
Three former KPMG audit partners have settled charges
that they cheated on internal training exams by improperly
sharing answers.

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission said Timothy Daly
received answers to a test on lease accounting from Michael Bellach while
John Donovan supported exam sharing within his audit engagement team.

The charges of violating auditor integrity rules against the three
accountants came nearly a year after KPMG was fined $50 million, in part
for violations relating to exam-sharing misconduct by auditors.

To settle their cases, Daly, Bellach and Donovan all agreed to be
suspended from appearing or practicing before the SEC as an accountant,
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which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of public
companies. Read Article 

Multinationals Derive Huge Benefits from Shifting
R&D Abroad
CFO.com
Savings from moving R&D to take advantage of lower wages drives foreign
profits about as much as lower tax rates.

When the Tax Cut and Jobs Act (TCJA) was signed into law by President
Trump in December 2017, its steep reduction of the U.S. corporate tax rate
from 35% to 21% addressed what was widely considered the principal
factor in companies' shifting investments and profits abroad - namely, the
disparity between the U.S. tax rate and the much lower rates prevailing in
some other countries. In a range of public forums, American multinationals
had earlier been strongly upbraided for accounting maneuvers that shifted
to low-tax foreign venues income derived from research and development
(R&D) at home.

New research in a leading accounting journal calls into question just how
effective the TCJA tax cut may turn out to be in stemming the outflow.
A study in the current issue of The Accounting Review finds that even
before the law's enactment foreign profits of U.S.-based multinationals
were not boosted significantly more by tax maneuvers than by wage
savings from R&D that was conducted abroad. Put simply: Savings on
moving R&D abroad drives foreign profits about as much as lower tax
rates. Read Article

To What Extent Does Your State Rely on
Property Taxes?
Tax Foundation - Janelle Cammenga
Property taxes represent a major source of revenue for
states and the largest source of tax revenue for localities.
In fiscal year 2017, the most recent data available, property taxes were
such a significant source of local revenue that they accounted for 72.1
percent of local tax collections nationwide and 31.9 percent of total U.S.
state and local tax collections, a greater portion than any other source of
tax revenue. In that same year, 26 states and the District of Columbia
collected the greatest share of their combined state and local tax revenue
from property taxes (see Table 8 in our Facts & Figures), with property
taxes the largest share of local revenue in all but two states (Arkansas and
Louisiana). Read Release 

International News

Mexico, Latin America, South America
and the Caribbean
With Attention on Virus, Amazon Deforestation
Surges
MSN News - AFP
It has not gotten much attention with the world focused on
coronavirus, but deforestation has surged in the Amazon rainforest this
year, raising fears of a repeat of last year's record-breaking devastation --
or worse.

Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon hit a new high in the first four
months of the year, according to data released Friday by Brazil's National
Space Research Institute (INPE), which uses satellite images to track the
destruction.

A total of 1,202 square kilometers of forest (464 square miles) -- an area
more than 20 times the size of Manhattan -- was wiped out in the Brazilian
Amazon from January to April, it found.

That was a 55 percent increase from the same period last year, and the
highest figure for the first four months of the year since monthly records
began in August 2015. Read Article 

Coronavirus: Brazil Overtakes Spain and Italy as
New Cases Grow
BBC
The real number of infections may be far higher in Brazil
due to a lack of testing, health experts say.

Brazil has overtaken Spain and Italy to become the country with the fourth-
largest number of confirmed coronavirus infections in the world.
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If your organization sees
training as a cost, not as an

investment, maybe you
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approach!

The PROTECH™ system of
managed human resource
development:

* Captures worker expertise and
legacy knowledge for
the accelerated transfer of
expertise™;

* Cuts the employer's internal costs
of training;

* Lowers the costs associated with
turnover;

* Drives new-hires and incumbent
workers to "full job mastery;"
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quality, productivity and compliance
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requirement, engineering
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certification;
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and succession plans for hourly
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* Ensures the increased and
maintained "Return on Worker
investment" through any type of
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ALL OF THIS FROM ONE
APPROACH! 

This structured on-the-job
training is performed where,
and while, the work takes
place! 

You need no additional staff,
and this will not disrupt your
work schedule or burden your
existing staff!

If your firm is partnered with local
career and technical educational
institutions, use of shared
employer's equipment, facilities
and paid wages of trainer(s) and

Officials on Saturday reported 14,919 new cases in the past 24 hours,
taking the total to 233,142. Only the US, Russia and the UK have higher
numbers.
The death toll in Brazil over 24 hours was 816, bringing the total to 15,633
- the world's fifth-highest figure.

Experts warn that the real figure may be far higher due to a lack of testing.
Read Article 

Canada, Europe and Great Britain
U.K. Surpasses Italy In Recorded Coronavirus
Deaths, Now Leads Europe In Fatalities
NPR - Hannah Hagemann
Over 32,000 people have died from the new coronavirus
in the United Kingdom, according to the Office for National
Statistics, marking the first time in the pandemic that it has led Europe in
the number of deaths.

The country has surpassed Italy in COVID-19 deaths. The U.S. still leads
the world in the highest number of coronavirus deaths; over 70,270 had
died from the disease as of Tuesday.

The number of total deaths recorded in the U.K. is "higher than we would
wish, I think is all I can say," Angela McLean, chief scientific adviser to the
Ministry of Defence, said during the country's press briefing Tuesday.

McLean also emphasized that deaths in U.K. care homes have been
steadily rising and said the trend was something the country "need[s] to get
to grips with." Read Article 

Irish Return an Old Favor, Helping Native
Americans Battling the Virus
The New York Times - Ed O'Loughlin and Mihir Zaveri
More than 170 years ago, the Choctaw Nation sent $170
to starving Irish families during the potato famine. A sculpture in County
Cork commemorates the generosity of the tribe, itself poor. In recent
decades, ties between Ireland and the Choctaws have grown.

Now hundreds of Irish people are repaying that old kindness, giving to a
charity drive for two Native American tribes suffering in the Covid-19
pandemic. As of Tuesday, the fund-raiser has raised more than $1.8 million
to help supply clean water, food and health supplies to people in the
Navajo Nation and the Hopi Reservation, with hundreds of thousands of
dollars coming from Irish donors, according to the organizers.

Many donors cited the generosity of the Choctaws, noting that the gift
came not long after the United States government forcibly relocated the
tribe and several other American Indian groups from the Southeastern
United States, a march across thousands of miles known as the Trail of
Tears that left thousands of people dead along the way. Read Article

US Announcement on Breaking Ties with the
World Health Organisation: Statement by the
President of the Commission Ursula von der Leyen and High
Representative/Vice-President Josep Borrell
European Commission - Joint Statements
As the world continues to fight the COVID-19 pandemic, the main task for
everyone is to save lives and contain and mitigate this pandemic. The
European Union continues to support the WHO in this regard and has
already provided additional funding.

In an EU-led resolution adopted by consensus on 19 May at the World
Health Assembly, all WHO Member States agreed to initiate, at the earliest
appropriate moment, an impartial, independent and comprehensive
evaluation to review lessons learnt from the international health response
to the coronavirus, notably with the objective of strengthening future global
health security preparedness.

Evaluating our global response is necessary as there are lessons to be
learnt from this pandemic, its outbreak and response to it. The evaluation
of our collective performance at international level is only a necessary
process, aiming at strengthening health security. Read Release

China and Southeast Asia
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Having trouble finding,
selecting, training and

keeping the skilled workers
you need? Are your

employee turnover costs a
concern?

Let's start with what we already know:

Classes alone will not train
workers to perform your tasks...
Quality Control policies and
Process Documents are not a
substitute for task training...
Putting 2 people together and
hoping for the best is not a
training strategy...
Wishing and hoping won't
develop the skilled workers you
need...

The cost of one worker
malperformance or one worker's
under-capacity or under-performance
- due to lack of proper training - can
more than justify the investment to
train all your workers properly! 

AND, unstructured, uncontrolled,
undocumented task training is going
on all day, every day. But if you
cannot explain the process, you
surely cannot measure and
improve it.

Proactive Technologies's approach to
structured on-the-job training takes
place where, and while, the work is
performed. You need no additional
staff and structured on-the-job
training does not interrupt your
work schedule like unstructured,
haphazard and ad hoc training does. 

You probably have most of the pieces
are already in place; they just need
structure around them to make the
training experience work for everyone
through the accelerated transfer of
expertise™.

As part of every project, Proactive
Technologies provides the support
to set-up, implement, manage,
document and revise the worker
development system so you can

China Is Bargain-Shopping for Global Influence
MSN News - The Atlantic, Kathy Gilsinan
The U.S. gives more money than China to many
international organizations. So why do they seem more
sympathetic to Beijing?
 
This spring, President Donald Trump declared that he would halt U.S.
funding for the World Health Organization, previously more than $400
million annually-and he announced this right in the midst of a global
pandemic. A week later, Chinese President Xi Jinping pledged another $30
million-which would nowhere near make up for the shortfall (not to mention
that China still owes the organization $60 million in membership dues, an
amount the WHO expects to get later this year). But the moment was a
clear case in point for China's success at checkbook diplomacy, in which
the amount matters less than the message: You can't count on the U.S.,
but you can count on us.
 
America was, until Trump ordered a review of the contributions, the single
largest state funder of the WHO-China was contributing just over a 10th of
what the U.S. was. Yet for years now, even before Trump accused the
WHO of being too "China-centric," American officials worried that China
kept somehow buying more influence, with less money, around the world.
 
"The Chinese give as little money as they can get away with," Rear
Admiral Kenneth Bernard, who previously served as a political adviser to
the director-general of the World Health Organization, and as a special
assistant for biodefense to President George W. Bush, told me. "They give
as little money as will buy influence." Read Article 

China Under Pressure to Write Off Loans as
Countries Struggle to Repay Debt During
Coronavirus Crisis
MSN News - CNBC, Weizhen Tan
China could find itself having to write off massive loans as countries that
owe Beijing money under its massive infrastructure project struggle with
mounting debts in the coronavirus fallout, analysts say.

China's mammoth infrastructure investment plan - also known as the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) - is highly controversial and widely criticized for
saddling many countries with debt.
 
It is an ambitious project that aims to build a complex network of rail, road
and sea routes stretching from China to Central Asia, Africa and Europe. It
is also aimed at boosting trade. Chinese financial institutions have
provided hundreds of billions in funding to countries involved in the BRI
projects.
 
"Many countries under the BRI initiative have borrowed heavily from China
to invest in new projects, but the pandemic is disrupting economies and
will complicate repayment plans," Kaho Yu, senior Asia analyst at Verisk
Maplecroft, told CNBC. Read Article 

China Poised to Expand Control Over Hong Kong
NPR Morning Edition - Emily Feng, Austin Horn
Beijing has signaled it will push through sweeping national
security legislation for Hong Kong, its most aggressive
effort yet to exert its control over the semi-autonomous city
since it was returned to Chinese control in 1997.
 
"Hong Kong is an inseparable part of the People's Republic of China,"
Zhang Yesui, a spokesperson for China's National People's Congress, told
journalists Thursday night in Beijing. "In light of recent circumstances, the
NPC is exercising power enshrined in China's Constitution ... to uphold the
institutional framework of one country, two systems." Read Article

Asia, India and Australia
U.N. Warns Number of People Starving to Death
Could Double Amid Pandemic
NPR - H.J. Mai
The U.N.'s humanitarian chief has warned that without
global cooperation and financial assistance, the number of people dying
from hunger or hunger-related diseases could double this year due to the
economic fallout of the coronavirus pandemic.

"The effect of that is going to be, for the first time in probably in 30 years, a
big increase in the number of people in extreme poverty, people living on
less than $2 a day," said Mark Lowcock, U.N. Under-Secretary-General for
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4ZqbxjHuqLG7LskWzuJXRdz3YWdmyeIjWLfKoTNs9VTDX73NpsCfIKSi0C-GM-0CjFWGuV_EBvp9RXQpFFgcVIdjIV8cX75GnuIaz-o-u_XxfGUtcYFCPjV-flUwfBM2FWNLe1DY3Ogaf8FwnPvKrVnFhSqV-Ua88kJU5Bha4QJl5e324h-06JwryFT1u6AYI-YqoAZqRjAjB2P9HQueaF0kZcH5pefYWbnZ0HpaQ1KfDUwgUa-kaDpxXTR2Bhyykg==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4QC81-IifPQQLHFkdv2IWI7Kq7zqRLm8RkNHW95U4x4_OmPRSOhwXM_1qoloAk0tG7fIzxuhkQ2qXPPVMKgfFgOyn61lKL-TFjUH8zpzwyDrKX6buiSB2co_J6tllEF2pAg1Sfbk2oLZGqe7x6fHsqkb81tq81t5RGN11EPzja7tMwSJGwDgqlkrFuNbZ_TJaC-dJjqahhujLuencKWVffNBQNxfhX5UrFNJArFAfPuYrNFUtqefdBw=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4b1c-pExZ-Yt1lL8-0b-J7t98jwnSK620tiiyl2ZzFTV2hnBiBDKj74EwQAZcq1dEoCyr7LCnTl99glMgjXn7sb3ehzwaKpqEnkffi_ZJx6B6v9t0xLxDKS1-z25oWYlpBp72johU8nlXzJluz7HbeV6UTsezuDWxGFdLJhga9s2JkhHzfh0GIr-LG-1O8o8qrowoQG-NSaUWd4UMC-RHB7ap880zjeTpchXMEvD4uuRHcMScKxjOLKXzb2Ec7xDUtPwBKpQbayLplvFeu57fA3d8cZQ41AiRzG1A1jOkR1RleTuzXZJK7Y=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrgTsn8nuYGqiBDdJERNWU-ZDbSsXxX96_obCtEdZSlhpxGps-JANqbDP2327LedEgLAdJRFMB_CX_YKrzC9w72YhxH1-N2D5w7GrodUvFNSvdQo8iaXeLQD_fr63lfzDt1f85Nx_2YOf7Bx6hSngf0ZtFkVNXiqtyV2W9JBqzKZVZ9ybPawpJGLfU3yGDoD0pdeIO5KI66mncpgBWOvNnGX8fK3-mhsV3NC9ZQ8Cs7xnAKR3AqQSmF0KY5SYJBxBDoY9EDkZUleRXSyi-S7LCnYAM6dsgg_k_O7XyTYDKToQGGtsHAF4U4jzQ-ZNb7Svf&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrP5e7-4eoIB8R74GxuAUkcFEfdWXQZqsmKPw3zIOFw36KbPSBCoUivvzUDZ_crrWAtPfEzKKLowrFufx5VAQcF-at3cKu-P51D2gfuP2CfUTTvGvXS_vxP2yh-aq0WfMeWKbMxRTiZHy5sUr-DGn0Ltba9pwNxX3-Fg_DvQdGletuyJt4D5h8GeL4GdTVgjGC7C_TDK8hYVtxC-zInr2VWcUYEigLhJ-kauyGQpko6wfwHs85C8pn0Go6-8oBBPg-3vVeqbeJzOeFGCc6FKxhO6jXt2WWo2y4aJDXdWytUxnWK8sRL7fN_gEnrUP6tikv2c0yiix2Hv9_lhv0gOe5D2F7wg7bAc2qsvdsbkiJww0kEN9T-p67Z1j9bGZCwSEtQ26MApRGY6E=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrGCy0Fdo4M6167C3KgtLDn965eZjfbDoBDEim1vT7wyfHQIEKWeCxHe-JpNXLEwFBUDVXeouWtUkhNIu0n58mlw-DOAdv5pGJvDWc2IaiOqs2dAgq-p13kIgIg68GRW4WwISmLue5lrE2QQzUzYH0oLuEy8id1DphAswrVXSyXNE-ChumYVr57xNnRwIJzwI58fFnVRZJmkWJQsKgm0HDkCzxGN77aknoKC6zl1er6zLre9s4PHTU7gDbGl6ZCVKcFTS5XggFKu-77i4t6ehbnKtWxGjvfJEkzwC6ekZyM5NgLhZxrWNwNg==&c=&ch=


stay focused on business.
 
Ask your Proactive Technologies,
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"And as part of that," Lowcock said, "we expect, unfortunately, that there
could be a doubling this year in the number of people who are literally
starving to death and won't survive unless they get help."

Lowcock is calling on the world's wealthiest countries to provide $90 billion
in relief aid to the poorest. That amount would be sufficient to protect 700
million of the world's most vulnerable people, according to the U.N. Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. Read Article

How is the Coronavirus Outbreak Affecting
China's Relations with India?
Brookings Institute - Tanvi Madan, Director - The India
Project, Senior Fellow - Foreign Policy, Project on
International Order and Strategy
 Editor's Note: Many Indians largely blame China for the
origin of the coronavirus, and criticize its lack of disclosure, its influence on
the WHO, and what are seen as its efforts to take diplomatic or
commercial advantage of the crisis, writes Tanvi Madan. This piece
originally appeared in ChinaFile.
 
China's handling of the coronavirus pandemic has reinforced the skeptical
perception of the country that prevails in many quarters in India.
 
The Indian state's rhetoric has been quite measured, reflecting its need to
procure medical supplies from China and its desire to keep the relationship
stable. Nonetheless, Beijing's approach has fueled Delhi's existing
strategic and economic concerns. These include overdependence on
China for industrial inputs - India's pharmaceutical sector, for instance,
sources a majority of its Advanced Pharmaceutical Ingredients from China.
Because of this crisis, the desire to boost domestic production or diversify
India's options will likely intensify. Read Article 

New Zealand Now Has Just 1 Active COVID-19
Case
KPCC - NPR, Bill Chappell
New Zealand is now allowing gatherings of up to 100
people, and the country says it has just one active
COVID-19 case. Much of the credit for the country's success has gone to
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, seen here walking through the coastal city
of Napier on Friday.New Zealand is now allowing gatherings of up to 100
people, and the country says it has just one active COVID-19 case. Much
of the credit for the country's success has gone to Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern, seen here walking through the coastal city of Napier on Friday,
May 29, 2020.

New Zealand is now down to only one active COVID-19 case, reaching a
new level of success in its fight against the coronavirus. The last time a
new case was reported in the country was more than a week ago; no one
is currently hospitalized with the disease caused by the coronavirus.
 
"For the seventh day in a row, there are no new cases of COVID-19 to
report in New Zealand," the Ministry of Health said on Friday.
 
The news came on the same day that the country further eased its
restrictions on the public. It will now permit gatherings of up to 100 people -
clearing the way for weddings, parties, funerals and other large events.
Restaurants can also host up to 100 people, as long as safety protocols
are followed. Read Article

Africa, Middle East, Eastern Europe and
Russia
Protecting Food Security in Africa During COVID-
19
Brookings Institute - Simeon Ehui, Regional Director for Sustainable
Development for Africa - World Bank  
Even before the global COVID-19 pandemic broke out, food insecurity was
a serious concern throughout sub-Saharan Africa. According to the Food
and Agriculture Organization, 239 million people in the region were
undernourished as of 2018. Since long before the COVID-19 pandemic,
these chronic food crises have been driven by a variety of factors, including
economic shocks, climate, and conflict. Indeed, areas that are severely
affected by climate change-particularly the Sahel region, the Horn of
Africa, and southern Africa-have many food insecure people. In East
Africa, intercommunal violence and armed conflicts are perpetuating
instability and tensions, particularly in South Sudan, and are the driver of
large refugee populations in neighboring countries, such as Uganda. In

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4b1c-pExZ-Yt_af_2H3Sgqk5-IpZdoMZq-apMrYf1tdO_ZrYeFk7yr4FUMsBfNTf0or2-GAaKIxG28ma106OeFMCw-lrfQhBapskei7adYQQO6bMbzVKxcy1qfSQd2FBvOMhiI_ltx9AIngvLle2NU4IDNLpd83xvdJ88VsgkhGAN5TlLJEHtXdD1be0SIy2nJSxYQa5UbA8tu2v3dWiuiPBj4-SkL17MTP6wqAM1HenYVxO98TXEHy1FLh0FjrmdQ==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4b1c-pExZ-Yt1lL8-0b-J7t98jwnSK620tiiyl2ZzFTV2hnBiBDKj74EwQAZcq1dEoCyr7LCnTl99glMgjXn7sb3ehzwaKpqEnkffi_ZJx6B6v9t0xLxDKS1-z25oWYlpBp72johU8nlXzJluz7HbeV6UTsezuDWxGFdLJhga9s2JkhHzfh0GIr-LG-1O8o8qrowoQG-NSaUWd4UMC-RHB7ap880zjeTpchXMEvD4uuRHcMScKxjOLKXzb2Ec7xDUtPwBKpQbayLplvFeu57fA3d8cZQ41AiRzG1A1jOkR1RleTuzXZJK7Y=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrNMSZ7ejwe1Ft4u1hr_IjFkFUbAYpldWozzh54PnqCjJsEJrQYE7Za7SPDHRGAem68J-bfj1tzIEO-mCMa_FW_Wvohr0gTslZNvFf1b8K07Pl4E3LZ8TCzjrv5GT3Rns9mv4y5vDy6voUjDZxu6rKegBJ2kozt_XUNFZps4wNzrLvIuGsv8tj_msOtasysCHeVxmC3MhX2PhrEoKNN5fbIuOJRPFYjX1_s8vOJkp9A8r6VFbVKrfNytyr_xwayihLvWKnXS6FE11Q4pDH38Ncn8wZfn3sXnHijPJnXKDeLdKqQn4Z1qi6gU-Gu6c3qghBgUeH_AbvX_KTqCREmCN4JS6WUstRQdknEUtdTxaJn1p7wKTPqg3xdZydCOIsIMW5&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrdzbhT8WYLyetbgyP7FlXvPsCVUYxwLy-hj1xK8MpgrT0ErUPJAFiWs6LQyg7XfXmlz7XxJ9xvlna26NP70wRETWXFEeLyzx-NU7iHVCe-CJGkrRC8wHtbG6zdT3JfcmciuUXGeQYWQEDcEgXqCkzfxPW-11V83gbcgPYCK6QOVMWHWS1ZtFuMe2reeGNnsl_i7lpW63so-6g2O9FZ7QfFyIaGaktvq-bl2jC1zMZKM6ewOOfBLi8g22cp5kdHACvzIDB2Q-2R2mVcOasl_C9sMtqOM8BUIbbcF73-lfSMQ8GM-xYJ01pwVQ-vcCa5rzVgFXnuVZoajCmYllEckMbbL48W-jtJBOELq01_1l5upo=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCreL7J2gAa1sckrN6_UhCFVvqRLyHs-jdgd_HNwNV9Ua7ZeYfEGBehrMZ82yLOeRA5fgtxsYfjS22eyI2SKDZU0BveGSKe579JhFSRUYdiVCcLS28BTFRCKDioDMN7FpaCF5bR9cYCQN4f75f0Xoi7bbhoq3dggx8dtxlIaEXnmsJ2m1KAs1ZymBJxCnA5QbwDbxWZb928HVwHHqMMCWrmkjOuNPyXh0ZGlN1p5-Cb1DLUicRiPpXwDkpc7-XX7Zxl5KKksc05Gr3P3APbWOqY-tQYPxCm-qc0dcQQHol58_qFUF3xRTdveTx1fmP9gyjN&c=&ch=


Nigeria, the region's most populous country, the number of undernourished
people was estimated at more than 25 million in 2018-up by 180 percent
over the past decade.

This year, an unprecedented locust outbreak that's ravaging parts of the
Horn of Africa could result in $8.5 billion in crop and livestock losses,
severely reduced harvests, and less food in markets. Climate shocks,
which have been increasing in number and severity in recent years, could
also hurt agricultural production. These multiple crises, unfolding at the
same time, threaten to swell the ranks of Africa's hungry and vulnerable
people. Refugees, internally displaced people, and people living in areas
marked by conflict and fragility like the Sahel are especially at risk. Read
Article

The Coronavirus Has Led to More
Authoritarianism for Turkey
Kemal Kirisci- Nonresident Senior Fellow - Foreign Policy,
Center on the United States and Europe, The Turkey
Project
Editor's Note: As Turkey's President Erdogan takes further
steps to cement his power, it is difficult to see how his country will be able
to recover from the heavy economic, governmental, and societal toll that
the coronavirus has wrought, argues Kemal Kirisci. This post originally
appeared in the National Interest.

Turkey is well into its second month since the first coronavirus case was
diagnosed on March 10. As of May 5, the number of reported cases has
reached almost 130,000, which puts Turkey among the top eight countries
grappling with the deadly disease - ahead of even China and
Iran. Fortunately, so far, the Turkish death toll, at less than 2.7% of
reported cases, has been relatively low compared to the world average of
almost 7%. A senior expert from the World Health Organization (WHO)
recently credited Turkey's performance and expressed cautious optimism
about the situation stabilizing. With reported cases and deaths falling,
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan announced on May 4 a graduated
program for lifting restrictions in May and June.

Thus far, Turkey's response has been marked by a tension between an
approach based on science, represented by the minister of health,
Fahrettin Koca, and a piecemeal counterpart shaped by Erdogan's political
priorities: perpetuating his one-man rule by saving the economy and
keeping his conservative religious base happy. As the country begins to
open up, Erdogan's policies and narrative suggest that the country should
expect more of the same authoritarian politics. It is doubtful that this will
help to solve Turkey's persistent economic and political problems that have
been exacerbated by the pandemic. Read Article

International Trade News

INTERNATIONAL TRADE DATA
Monthly Wholesale Trade
US Census Bureau
March 2020 sales of merchant wholesalers were $475.0
billion, down 5.2 percent (+/- 0.5 percent) from last month.
End-of-month inventories were $650.7 billion, down 0.8
percent (+/- 0.2 percent) from last month. March 2020: -0.8
% change in Inventories; February 2020 (r): -0.7 % change in Inventories.
Read Report 

Manufacturing and Trade Inventories and Sales
US Census Bureau
U.S. total business end-of-month inventories for March 2020
were $2,012.5 billion, down 0.2 percent (+/- 0.1 percent)
from last month. U.S. total business sales were $1,386.1
billion, down 5.2 percent (+/-0.2 percent) from last month.
March 2020: -0.2 % change in Inventories; February 2020 (r): -0.5 %
change in Inventories. Read Report 

U.S. International Trade in Goods and Services,
March, 2020
US Department of Commerce - Bureau of Economic
Analysis
The U.S. monthly international trade deficit increased in March 2020
according to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and the U.S. Census
Bureau. The deficit increased from $39.8 billion in February (revised) to
$44.4 billion in March, as exports decreased more than imports. The
previously published February deficit was $39.9 billion. The goods deficit
increased $4.6 billion in March to $65.6 billion. The services surplus

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCruuXm8GbBCq6llCJtIQQIg1SWdJayNbUxpBAFSMeF_f2rJ_aSPttozxUCn_nttjx8OtwCsZQTK50c6ph3e6rjoWG3wUWsrLrTJFR_znJtFRfH4yzQ_1oyA5ETKEpZPe8nBjSheDTGdOX9t60a-4CeDS-w5mR0nSEuPnhp3muvmBwKJbzPAURT0WGnHETsVvwHq3Xk1SwlRoMZHptgayg9BTHtacqjSp0Ac3LqO1rToA21MoHoT0D8ZyRXEohGz3gUIh79wBjMlMQEpzJFgBQGxBbU2DBm5Hgbvi09rvZmHTZc53MwiXpRsXGclZWCJrOyXbpmLmuoXGye5JyMZdxE9w==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrq3iw0yhWKU_7oQanOBlWCSeEzjD5sosRvggFkfBrIrLNVy03_f3CMc7RW8UwDvcxNYWL3cgf-qD--1dv8AqHMnR9Ftr0mD5Scfa6Il-DuVe7ZYwQ2SIlMzBY1_wqu6dn3sctImMI2OC4VFRsrvxdSNdxinO4VU1iKN4thqbFcb9irN0OgcF1Xy7fLqBCL7w1-M0TQH7eTsMlMefkrArb2Rmp7X2UpZYlqtWey_dx0GiCHScURkiv9M5Cbud4_pUkpRkrj_63qJSxLf-oKSFrgJfw0eD8CvxOsPdse6FoETxfp9tMA8Nvgo9XpFt07JeSC_mCZhBp98xvVvguD5HyP9sJM4BeYVIZ&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4WmOgMEQIK0Lwl4FdzVJqzL_MgJauRnkjRbmE6b2-52keydbzSVwZc3NbXTl-g6f1K9z0Nxd7yyiJimzKYAUnmU-U7jVRMrVNQyAxEQkDCycPvbT5TzvLhYJtFK6vtRmYV2egnjWutbRTD9ka5VZUt6ykjp64hPtNhFZRwAeuzpegbLG-8P0-b5D5kXiV9ddyXrYotLn0K5oNBXVBvkdJQ4TRVXUH4yVOQHs7rbmLC-fYURTUVYv2bg=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCr1wo94TYIvsrq-3i-O5_cZJEi7yp9lw4c7TPp07R3OqEtheECu-kXeGNO1lWsnicgepkVQnoPx1i2TPT-EW9yqU-9BZvu3NCzLxXZqog2LhEx5XRprVsF9eTNDF-F6gOQY3gcktVaLqqnCT1LKQd8cd1p2KDqo0RN9ujJFmKgJJZ9GMgThJulcjRe-Efkwn0M-jluXqla7lby0RCAJt9o0TI2WE2pIPPjTshSvGaKD-8=&c=&ch=


decreased $0.1 billion in March to $21.2 billion. Read Report

International Transactions, Fourth Quarter and
2019 
US Department of Commerce - Bureau of Economic
Analysis
The U.S. current account deficit, which reflects the combined balances on
trade in goods and services and income flows between U.S. residents and
residents of other countries, narrowed by $15.6 billion, or 12.4 percent, to
$109.8 billion in the fourth quarter of 2019. The narrowing mainly reflected
a reduced deficit on goods that was partly offset by an expanded deficit on
secondary income. The fourth quarter deficit was 2.0 percent of current
dollar gross domestic product, down from 2.3 percent in the third quarter.
Read Report

U.S. International Investment Position, Fourth
Quarter and Year 2019
US Department of Commerce - Bureau of Economic
Analysis
The U.S. net international investment position, the difference between U.S.
residents' foreign financial assets and liabilities, was -$10.99 trillion at the
end of the fourth quarter of 2019, according to statistics released by the
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). Assets totaled $29.32 trillion and
liabilities were $40.31 trillion.

At the end of the third quarter, the net investment position was -$10.98
trillion. Read Report

Prototype Data Tables for International Statistics
Now Available
US Department of Commerce - Bureau of Economic
Analysis
Final details are available for the expanded data tables
that will be published with the June 19 annual update of
BEA's international transactions accounts (ITAs) and the June 30 annual
update of the international investment position (IIP) accounts. The final
version of the prototype tables that on June 19 will become the new
standard tables for the ITAs, as well as XLS templates of the upcoming
ITA news release tables and the IIP news release tables are now available
on BEA.gov. For more information, see the blog "Table Changes Coming
with Annual Update of International Statistics." Read Report 
 
U.S. Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross to
Initiate Section 232 Investigation into Imports of
Laminations and Wound Cores for Incorporation
into Transformers, Electrical Transformers, and
Transformer Regulators
U.S. Department of Commerce
WASHINGTON - U.S. Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross announced he
will initiate an investigation into whether laminations for stacked cores for
incorporation into transformers, stacked and wound cores for incorporation
into transformers, electrical transformers, and transformer regulators are
being imported into the United States in such quantities or under such
circumstances as to threaten to impair the national security. The decision
to launch an investigation under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962, as amended, follows inquiries and requests from multiple members
of Congress as well as industry stakeholders. As required by law,
Secretary Ross will send a letter to Secretary of Defense Mark Esper
informing him of the investigation. Secretary Ross will also notify other
relevant executive branch officials. Read Release 

Mexican Lockdown Fouls U.S. Manufacturing
Plans to Reopen
Area Development - Bloomberg, Jenny Leonard
Bradford White Corp. is an American company that prides
itself in making water heaters at plants in aces like Niles,
Michigan, and Rochester, New Hampshire.

They've even been deemed essential in fighting Covid-19, deployed in
New York's Javits Center-turned hospital and Chicago's McCormick Place
hospital.

But now, Bradford White is maybe weeks away from significant disruptions
to its manufacturing, a victim of a clash between the U.S. and Mexico on
what's considered an essential business or service. None of its popular
heaters can be assembled in America without importing critical parts from
Mexico -- where the government has shut down almost all manufacturing.
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Those parts, including gas controls and electric elements costing as little
as a few dollars, can't be had. Read Article

EXIM Approved 161 Small Business
Authorizations Totaling Nearly $139 Million and
Supporting 800 U.S. Jobs in March
U.S. Export-Import Bank
WASHINGTON - In March, the Export-Import Bank of the
United States (EXIM) approved 161 authorizations totaling
$138.8 million in support of American small businesses that export "Made
in the USA" products around the world. These small-business related
authorizations supported a preliminary estimate of 800 U.S. jobs in March
2020.

This total includes $134.6 million of short-term authorizations and $4.2
million of medium-term authorizations supporting small businesses. Read
Release 

Global Trade Talk: Reconfiguring US-China
Supply Chains for a Post-Coronavirus World
Area Development - Global Trade, Keith Rabin
Global Trade Talk is part of an ongoing series highlighting
international business, trade, investment, and site location issues and
opportunities. This article focuses on the conversation between Jack
Perkowski, JFP Holdings Ltd., and Keith Rabin, KWR International, Inc.

Hello Jack, how are you? It has been a long time since we last talked.
Before we begin, can you tell us about your background and current
activities?

After graduating from Harvard Business School, I went to work on Wall
Street, joining Paine Webber, where I served for 20 years and ended up
running the Investment Banking Department. I then decided to do
something different for a second career and became interested in Asia.
That led to a trip to Hong Kong in 1990 and my moving there in late 1991. I
quickly decided within Asia, China was the key driver, and in 1992 made
my first trip to the Mainland.

At that time, China's auto market was small and fragmented. They were
manufacturing about 500 thousand vehicles a year, but it was clear the
country wanted to develop a large auto industry. However, foreign
companies were slow to enter because volumes were too small, so to
encourage investment, the government allowed foreigners to have majority
ownership in automotive components companies. That is now allowed in
most industries in China, but at the time, auto components were the only
industry where this was permitted. Read Article

U.S. Senators Tammy Baldwin and Rick Scott
Introduce Bipartisan Legislation to Promote
Transparency Online and Support Made in
America Goods and Companies
U.S. Senate
The COOL Online Act updates our labeling laws for the online era
U.S. Senators Tammy Baldwin (D-WI) and Rick Scott (R-FL) today
introduced bipartisan legislation to ensure that all goods sold online list
their country-of-origin in order to protect Americans' right to know where
the products they buy are made, and help promote goods that are made in
America.

Unlike products sold in-person, products sold online are not currently
required to disclose their country-of-origin. The Country of Origin Labeling
(COOL) Online Act would increase transparency online by updating our
labeling laws for the e-commerce era so online shoppers have the same
access to country-of-origin and seller location information that in-person
shoppers do. The legislation is also cosponsored by Senators Chris
Murphy (D-CT) and Kelly Loeffler (R-GA).

"Regardless of whether shopping online or in a store, Americans have a
right to know whether the products they buy are being made right here in
America, by American workers," said Senator Baldwin. "With more and
more consumers buying their goods online, we must ensure online retailers
are being just as transparent as brick-and-mortar stores. My bipartisan
legislation will fix our outdated labeling laws to promote transparency for
Americans shopping online, and to help boost the American businesses
and manufacturers selling their goods through online retailers."  Read
Release
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Department of Commerce Issues Expected Final
90-Day Extension of Temporary General License
Authorizations
U. S, Department of Commerce
The U.S. Department of Commerce announced today it is
extending the terms of the existing Temporary General
License (TGL) authorizations for Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. and its
non-U.S. affiliates (Huawei) on the Entity List for 90 days.  The terms and
duration of any future general licenses will be announced prior to the
expiration of this 90-day time period.
This announcement follows public comments received from numerous
companies, associations, and individuals about the TGL. The Department
continues to assess the national security and foreign policy implications of
companies and individuals that have not yet transitioned from Huawei
equipment.

The 90-day extension provides an opportunity for users of Huawei devices
and telecommunication providers-particularly those in rural U.S.
communities-to continue to temporarily operate such devices and existing
networks while hastening the transition to alternative suppliers.

In announcing this extension, the Department is also notifying the public
that activities authorized in the TGL may be revised and possibly
eliminated after August 13, 2020. Companies and persons relying on TGL
authorizations should begin preparations to determine the specific,
quantifiable impact of elimination if they have not done so already.  Those
companies and persons should be prepared to submit license applications
to the Department to determine which, if any, activities will be authorized in
the event that their TGL authorization is eliminated.  The Department will
provide prior notice via the Federal Register of a need to submit such
applications. Read Release

The Great Unwinding: Covid-19 and the
Regionalisation of Global Supply Chains
Area Development - The Economist Intelligence Unit
In this short report, The Economist Intelligence Unit examines how Covid-
19 has impacted and will continue to fundamentally reshape global supply
chains. With many multinationals looking to build resilience into their
supply chains, the report takes a closer look at the accelerating trend of
regional rather than global supply chains networks, in addition to the
strategic use of inventory locations.
 
The second half of the report considers how else multinational
organisations can respond to large global risks such as the coronavirus
outbreak. Continuing to concentrate on the supply-side, the report touches
upon scenario planning, digitalisation and bringing risk management to the
heart of a businesses long-term strategy. Download Report      

COVID-19 and International Trade: Issues and
Actions
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
In an unprecedented global health crisis, trade is essential to save lives
and livelihoods; and international co-operation is needed to keep trade
flowing. In the midst of significant uncertainty, there are four things we can
do: 1) boost confidence in trade and global markets by improving
transparency about trade-related policy actions and intentions; 2) keep
supply chains flowing, especially for essentials such as health supplies and
food; 3) avoid making things worse, through unnecessary export
restrictions and other trade barriers; and 4) even in the midst of the crisis,
think beyond the immediate. Government support today needs to be
delivered in a way that ensures it serves the public interest, not vested
interests, and avoids becoming tomorrow's market distortions. Read
Report

EU and Mexico Conclude Negotiations for New
Trade Agreement
European Commission
The European Union and Mexico concluded [today] the last outstanding
element of the negotiation of their new trade agreement. Trade
Commissioner Phil Hogan and Mexican Minister of Economy Graciela
Márquez Colín - in a phone call today - agreed on the exact scope of the
reciprocal opening of public procurement markets and a high level of
predictability and transparency in public procurement processes. With this,
the EU and Mexico can advance to the signature and ratification of this
agreement in line with their respective rules and procedures.

Commissioner for Trade Phil Hogan said: "While most of our efforts have
been focused lately on tackling the coronavirus crisis, we have also been
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working to advance our open and fair trade agenda, which continues to be
very important. Openness, partnerships and cooperation will be even more
essential as we rebuild our economies after this pandemic. I am very
pleased, therefore, that together with our Mexican partners, we share
similar views and that our continued work could now come to fruition.
Today's agreement is clear evidence of our shared commitment to
advance our agenda of partnership and cooperation. This agreement -
once in force - will help both the EU and Mexico to support our respective
economies and boost employment." Read Release

USMCA Deal to Replace NAFTA July 1, but
Business Groups Urge Delay Due to COVID-19
Thomas Insights - Hugo Britt
The new U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) will
go into effect on July 1. While the implementation is seen as the fulfillment
of a key priority for the Trump administration, opinion is divided on whether
the new deal will hamper or boost the nation's economic recovery from the
COVID-19 crisis.
USMCA replaces the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
which has been in place since 1994. Negotiations for the new deal began
in May 2017, eventually going through eight rounds of formal talks
between the three countries. The deal was signed into law by President
Trump in January this year and all parties have now completed the
required domestic procedures that will allow the deal to go into effect.

The USMCA's most significant changes will impact the auto industry
(creating more jobs for U.S. auto workers) and include new policies in
areas including IP protection, U.S. access to the Canadian dairy market,
new policies on digital trade (e-commerce), new dispute mechanisms, and
new labor and environmental standards. Read Article

Dozens of Chinese Companies Added to U.S.
Blacklist in Latest Beijing Rebuke
Reuters - David Shepardson, Karen Freifeld
The United States said on Friday it would add 33 Chinese firms and
institutions to an economic blacklist for helping Beijing spy on its minority
Uighur population or because of ties to weapons of mass destruction and
China's military.

The U.S. Commerce Department's move marked the Trump
administration's latest efforts to crack down on companies whose goods
may support Chinese military activities and to punish Beijing for its
treatment of Muslim minorities. It came as Communist Party rulers in
Beijing on Friday unveiled details of a plan to impose national security laws
on Hong Kong.

Seven companies and two institutions were listed for being "complicit in
human rights violations and abuses committed in China's campaign of
repression, mass arbitrary detention, forced labor and high-technology
surveillance against Uighurs" and others, the Commerce Department said
in a statement.

Two dozen other companies, government institutions and commercial
organizations were added for supporting procurement of items for use by
the Chinese military, the department said in another statement. The
blacklisted companies focus on artificial intelligence and facial recognition,
markets that U.S. chip companies such as Nvidia Corp and Intel Corp have
been heavily investing in. Read Article

Education and Workforce Development News
Washington Watch: A Look at the Various CARES
Act Funding Streams
Community College Daily News - David Baime
The U.S Education Department (ED) on Thursday
released CARES Act institutional funding for Titles III and V of the Higher
Education Act. At the same time, it allocated the bill's institutional funding
through the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education
(FIPSE). 

Until then, the Department had been quiet for more than a month about its
plans for allocating these institutional funds, which total almost $1.4 billion.
The release of these monies caught many community college campuses
by surprise; they have been overwhelmingly focused on using the student
and institutional portions of the CARES Act formula grants. (ED is
expected to release imminently yet more guidance in this area.)
How various funds are disbursed Read Article
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Washington Watch: House Bill Includes $2B
Community College Program
Community College Daily News - Jim Hermes
House Education and Labor Committee Chairman Bobby
Scott on Friday introduced the Relaunching America's Workforce Act
(RAWA), which would authorize $15 billion for several workforce
development programs and provides them with additional flexibility to
address the pandemic.

The bill would create a new $2 billion Community College and Industry
Partnership Grants (CCIP) program that is modeled after the successful
Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training
(TAACCCT) grants program, which was passed during the previous
recession to spur workforce and economic development around various
industry sectors across the country.

Establishing such a program is a major component of the American
Association of Community Colleges' (AACC) priorities for the next
coronavirus stimulus bill.

Sen. Patty Murray (D-Washington) plans to introduce companion
legislation in the Senate. Read Article 

Avoiding the COVID-19 slump: Making Up for
Lost School Time
Brookings Institute - Roberta Michnick Golinkoff, Helen
Shwe Hadani, and Kathy Hirsh-Pasek·
In 1996, Harris Cooper of Duke University and his
colleagues first reported on the effects of what came to be
known as summer slide, or summer slump. Over the summer months,
when children are not in school, those from under-resourced communities
tend to lose roughly 30 percent of the gains they made in math during the
school year and roughly 20 percent of the gains in reading. More recently,
Johns Hopkins researchers found that during the school year, students
from underserved areas in Baltimore generally kept up academically with
those from more privileged neighborhoods. The loss was thus unique to
the time outside of school.

For the past six weeks (and counting), over 1.5 billion children around the
world, or 9 in 10, have been quarantined at home. In the United States
alone an estimated 45.1 million children are out of school, and by
definition, this refers only to those who are in primary or secondary school-
not to those in child care or preschool. Read Article

Tribal Colleges Stay Strong but Face Challenges
Community College Daily News - Tabitha Whissemore
Tribal colleges and universities (TCUs) are vital to the
communities they serve. Campuses don't only offer
college courses, but also serve as gathering places for the community.
Many - 31 out of 35 accredited TCUs - serve as community libraries.
Students can gain skills for the workforce, and they can learn about and
preserve their culture, history and language.

"Tribal colleges impact every aspect of their community, and vice versa,"
said Carrie Billy, president and CEO of the American Indian Higher
Education Consortium (AIHEC).

And they do it with limited resources.

This makes tribal colleges particularly vulnerable during the coronavirus
pandemic "because of both the challenging environment in which they
currently engage their education, and because they are, like many people
with limited resources, traumatized by the situation," said Cheryl Crazy
Bull, president and CEO of the American Indian College Fund. Read Article

How 25 Major US Colleges Plan to Reopen for the
Fall Semester
MSN News - Business Insider, Joey Hadden
US universities began shifting to remote learning in light of
the coronavirus pandemic in March 2020.

Some universities, like Harvard, are planning for another remote semester,
while others, like Rice, expect to reopen campus with social distancing
regulations.

To inform our list, we used information from Niche, a school-ranking
website that released its choices for the top 25 colleges and universities in
the country in 2019.
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We also used Niche's net price calculation for each school, which is the
average cost of tuition after financial aid reported by each college in 2019.
Read Article 

IRAPs Rule Kicks In
Community College Daily News - Matthew Dembicki
Organizations, including community colleges, can now
apply to serve as third-party entities that would review
applications for new industry-recognized apprenticeship programs, or
IRAPs.

On the same day federal regulations for IRAPs went into effect, the U.S.
Department of Labor on Monday opened the online application for so-
called "standards recognition entities" (SREs). The new national
apprenticeship program is intended to run in tandem with the department's
long-established registered apprenticeship program.

"As workers seek to reenter the workforce following the economic
disruption caused by coronavirus, Industry-Recognized Apprenticeship
Programs and the SREs that recognize them will provide new opportunities
for Americans to earn a living while learning the skills needed in a
changing job market," U.S. Labor Secretary Eugene Scalia said in a press
release. "I encourage industry leaders, educators, and others to consider
forming SREs to help drive the expansion of apprenticeships and assist in
the economic rebound. In these challenging times, the new apprenticeship
opportunities created by IRAPs can open doors to good-paying jobs in
industries such as telecommunications, health care, cybersecurity and
other sectors." Read Article

Assess, Plan, Re-assess, Plan Again. Repeat.
Community College Daily News - Matthew Dembicki
There is no Pandemic 101 course or a chapter in any
leadership textbook on how to plan for unprecedented
crises. But community college leaders have tapped their professional and
personal experiences as they forge ahead in dealing with many
uncertainties due to the coronavirus, from enrollments and state funding, to
budgets and campus safety - and a whole lot more.

"I've had a lot of disaster mitigation in my career," including hurricanes and
financial crises, said Maureen Murphy, president of College of Southern
Maryland. "Generally, if your electricity goes back on and you get some
money, you can start to get your feet under you again."
But this pandemic is not following any pattern she's seen, Murphy said.
Read Article 

ED Approves 6 State Perkins Plans
Community College Daily News - Matthew Dembicki
The U.S. Education Department on Friday announced the
first wave of approved state career and technical
education (CTE) plans pertaining to the Perkin Act reauthorization signed
by the president in 2018.

Hawaii, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts and New Hampshire are
the first six states to have their CTE plans approved under the
Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act
(Perkins V).

"We know many well-paying, in-demand jobs require CTE training but not
necessarily a college degree and the associated debt," Education
Secretary Betsey DeVos said in a press release. "The coronavirus
pandemic has certainly highlighted the need for all education to be tailored
to meet each student's unique needs, more nimble, and relevant to 21st-
century realities. High-quality CTE programs are a critical way to help
learners of all ages and get our economy back up and running at full
speed." Read Article

A Looming Financial Meltdown for America's
Schools
NPR Morning Edition - Cory Turner
Austin Beutner looked haggard, his face a curtain of worry
lines. The superintendent of the second-largest school district in the nation
sat at a desk last week delivering a video address to Los Angeles families.
But he began with a stark message clearly meant for another audience:

"Cuts to funding at schools will forever impact the lives of children," Beutner
said less than a week after California's governor called for emergency cuts
in education spending. The harm children face from these cuts, Beutner
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warned, "is just as real a threat to them as is the coronavirus."

Similar alarms are sounding in districts across the country. With the
nation's attention still fixed on the COVID-19 health crisis, school leaders
are warning of a financial meltdown that could devastate many districts and
set back an entire generation of students.

"I think we're about to see a school funding crisis unlike anything we have
ever seen in modern history," warns Rebecca Sibilia, the CEO of EdBuild,
a school finance advocacy organization. "We are looking at devastation
that we could not have imagined ... a year ago." Read Article and Head
Podcast

For-profit Colleges Drastically Outspend
Competing Institutions on Advertising
Brookings Institute - Alejandro Vazquez-Martinez and
Michael Hansen·
As for-profit colleges ramp up their advertising to attract students and laid-
off workers stuck at home during the COVID-19 pandemic, a new report
from the Brown Center on Education Policy at Brookings offers new,
salient insights on the multimillion-dollar world of college advertising.
Authors Stephanie Cellini and Latika Chaudhary found that for-profit
institutions far outspend nonprofit and public universities on commercial
advertising: In fact, degree-granting for-profit institutions account for about
40% of all higher education advertising spending, while serving just 6% of
students.

For-profit colleges have historically attracted both praise as innovators and
scrutiny as opportunists from federal lawmakers. Policy debates typically
center around whether for-profit institutions should face more oversight
relative to other sectors due to a business model that may lead them to
focus more on enrollments (and therefore profit)-and less on student
success. Because advertising is among the most pervasive recruiting
tactics used by postsecondary institutions across all sectors, analyzing
spending on advertisements can provide relevant insights into how
different sectors prioritize outreach to new potential students.

The first noteworthy finding is that higher education institutions spend
significant amounts of money on advertising each year to attract new
students. In 2017, the most recent year for which data are available,
degree-granting postsecondary institutions spent roughly $730 million on
advertising in the 100 largest media markets in the U.S.-including TV,
cable, outdoor, and online ads. Advertising spending by colleges has been
somewhat volatile in the past decade, roughly matching the growth and
decline of enrollment in for-profit colleges, as shown in Figures 1A and 1B
of the report (shown below). Read Article 

Restoring the Workforce to Revive the Economy
Community College Daily News - Matthew Dembicki
A national advisory group charged with developing ways
to better prepare workers for available jobs is putting a
skilled workforce front and center in the country's economic recovery.

During its virtual meeting on Tuesday, the American Workforce Policy
Advisory Board - which comprises leaders from government, education,
industry and labor - approved a "call to action" plan that focuses on three
broad goals to ensure workers have the skills needed for evolving and
emerging jobs as the U.S. economy prepares to bounce back after the
coronavirus brought it to a grinding halt. They include:

◾Invest in career pathways and implement skills-based hiring practices.
◾Remove obstacles to foster innovation in education and training.
◾Build a better technological infrastructure.

"These efforts can help more American workers find new employment,
regain their footing, and access the reskilling and retraining that will help
build a durable career in well-paying fields like coding, engineering,
healthcare, manufacturing, supply chain, IT, skilled trades and others,"
said board member and Apple CEO Tim Cook. Read Article

The View from State Systems
Community College Daily News - Martha Parham
Leaders from three state community college systems this
week gave an overview of the challenges facing two-year
colleges as a result of the coronavirus, from lingering questions regarding
how they can use CARES Act funds, to keeping colleges running with
uncertain state funding and budgets.

At this week's virtual joint board meeting of the American Association of
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Community Colleges and the Association of Community College Trustees,
Louisiana Community and Technical College System President Monty
Sullivan, Virginia Community College System Chancellor Glenn DuBois
and New Jersey Council of County Colleges President Aaron Fichtner
provided insights from their respective states.

Louisiana colleges are grateful that Congress provided community colleges
and their students with crucial grants through the CARES Act, but they are
also frustrated with the guidance from the U.S. Education Department (ED)
on how to spend those funds, with questions still lingering, Sullivan said.
Fitchner agreed, adding that giving colleges more flexibility in how to use
the funds would help, as many states anticipate sharp decreases in state
revenues and budget allocations. Read Article

Training and Organizational  Development
News
The Impact of Mindfulness Training on
Organizations
Training Magazine - Neal Goodman, Ph.D., President, Global Dynamics,
Inc.
Mindfulness training is being recognized for its potential in business by
improving decision-making, lowering turnover, increasing productivity,
reducing stress, enhancing engagement and creativity, and resulting in a
more empathetic and satisfied workforce.

A growing body of research shows that mindfulness training reduces stress
and anxiety, improves attention and memory, and promotes self-regulation
and empathy. It now is being integrated into forward-thinking organizations
(https://wellness.huhs.harvard.edu/Mindfulness).

Mindfulness training allows all employees to focus sharply on the task at
hand, master peak levels of stress, and recharge quickly. On an
organizational level, mindfulness reduces sick days, increases trust in
leadership, and boosts employee engagement. The Wall Street Journal
reports that companies such as Goldman Sachs use mindfulness training
because research shows that traders who applied their mindfulness
training had greater increases in their portfolios than comparable traders
who did not receive the training. Those receiving and practicing
mindfulness training showed greater discipline in decision-making,
especially during stressful periods. All this from practicing 15 minutes a
day!
Read Article 

5 Tips to Win at Working Remotely
Training Magazine - Jono Bacon, Founder, Jono Bacon
Consulting
Build a routine, stick to it, and have an honest view of your "waves" and
distractions and how to manage them.

In the face of the Coronavirus, remote working is now the norm. Even
before the pandemic, some 70% of professionals worked from home at
least once a week. Similarly, 77% of people claim they work more
productively and 68% of Millennials would consider a company more if
they offered remote working. It seems to make sense: technology,
connectivity, and culture seem to be setting the world up more and more for
remote working. Oh, and home-brewed coffee is better than ever, too.

But here's the stark truth: Remote working is not a panacea. Sure, it seems
like hanging around at home in your pjs, listening to your antisocial music,
and sipping on buckets of coffee is perfect, but it isn't for everyone.
Some people need the structure of an office. Some people need the social
element of an office. Some people need to get out the house. Some people
lack the discipline to stay focused at home. Some people are avoiding the
government coming and knocking on the door due to years of unpaid back
taxes. Read Article 

Retraining, Instead of Layoffs, Will Speed
Economic Recovery
USA Today - Jeb Bush and Terry McAuliffe, Opinion contributors
Instead of laying off workers, we must train and retain them, to avoid the
worst version of the recovery ahead.

Drastic change is upon us as a country and as a world. We are facing
unemployment levels last seen during the Great Depression, overnight
tens of millions of Americans have been laid off or furloughed, and all signs
point to scores more facing a similar fate in the coming months.
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We believe in, and need, an American recovery that is swift - one where
workers find higher pay and higher purpose, and our employers become
better equipped for the future of work.

A massive remobilization of the workforce is upon us, and our response will
determine the strength and speed of our recovery. If it happens en masse
by firing and rehiring, the costs to employers, employees and their families
will be great. We must abandon our usual approach for something
innovative.
If we can mobilize within employers, by providing training or learning
leaves (paid or unpaid leave paired with a training, education or skill
development opportunity), the costs of this recession will be minimized, the
return on investment improved and the skills gap closed. We hope that
employers and policymakers will consider learning leaves as a bold new
approach to avoid unnecessary pain in the near term, and a way to invest
in the long-term future of the workforce.

Costs of layoffs are steep Read Article
 
Access Proactive Technologies' Recent Proactive Technologies
News Article Quicklinks (this newsletter's left panel) on 
information on structured worker development, achieving worker full
job mastery, quality and safety policy compliance support and many
other contemporary worker development and management topics.

Quality News
Are You Maximizing the Benefits of Metrology
Fixturing?
Quality Magazine - Matt Davies
Within a metrology inspection environment, fixturing is a
three-step process of positioning, locating and securing a workpiece within
a measuring volume for inspection. Whether this inspection involves a
coordinate measuring machine (CMM), vision machine or flexible gaging
system, the goal of the fixture is to hold the part securely and repeatably. A
well designed and manufactured fixture will remove operator variance and
help to ensure consistency of inspection.

The true benefits of precise metrology fixturing and how it can significantly
affect the efficiency of an inspection process are largely underestimated. It
is commonplace for fixtures to be neglected until the last minute of a
project, or even worse, forgotten altogether. It is only when a CMM backlog
starts to build or metrology results drift that the focus is drawn to the part
fixturing and positioning within the machine. Read Article

Plastics Testing: Are You Compliant?
Quality Magazine - Erica Lawrence
If you're testing plastics, it's critical to keep up to date on
your standards to ensure the most accurate and reliable
results.

More than ever before, plastics are being used to manufacture consumer
and commercial goods across the world. From medical devices to
automotive fasteners, plastics have made their way into nearly every
industry. In order to confirm that the plastics used are appropriate for the
application, both the raw material and finished goods must undergo quality
control testing to ensure critical properties, such as tensile and flexural
strength, meet industry standards.

Physical testing of plastics has been around for decades. However, as new
polymers and processing techniques are developed, the standards for
physical properties have also adapted to the ever-changing landscape. If
you're testing plastics, whether for research and development or quality
control purposes, it's critical to keep up to date on your standards to ensure
the most accurate and reliable results.

An update to ASTM D790 was released last year, changing verification
requirements. To help illustrate potential compliance issues, let's take a
look at a few of the most common mistakes that occur when testing either
the tensile or flexural properties of plastics according to ASTM or ISO.
Read Article 

Choosing the Right Smart Handheld Gage
Quality Magazine - George Schuetz
Today's smart hand tools provide information for machine
control and inform the operator of part quality with
tolerance indication.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrx8qCsqSy22jU_mnQlwt_S5aMtZH-duGhf8A1b5cf10qAhDLsz5POoCQEuH8xHlaAV6gHrjwSmQwyHHHrapokhr8a6n_9d7NRssw3HWkpIYoHWo1LtElg0HpbzKHHUWIi5srmMpNsbrwnmbaWCIoJhvIkQuj2Uzz4LIwHuaZCZ1-hr5YcIchv_UAcfVtKv61eWqc0krLuJBFY1Tvhxt8aUZIwoitenTMdSCibXXdXSI9yaiH2yl2MEO5w1MDMAvc7uvX1mj3PqMjkWvieZIqdMijcolgxETntOTrgS27qg0wqOJ4R7fYS4eaSc5VUaUJk_86wB689V9Hmb1NSWIAoyPmpch6IKdWXkvnmn4NpBWkdoFl3-5wPuQ==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCr4-AVyp_eih9-QkfxRn715YFSO8paUY759znWCSZe5PzzHtp45cq0q9YjC2zyzTWLyDaN-igu2ScHFY_1-4Hj1czxnwdYEL22nUk-wtYcCgT1ifQlTwpIDyeuT6RFqHOc3ohGU0lOiD_yaxI14V8PUX8Gt9TOwMRIKlhVs3oQZlSjhBmKwfxQH_C2uxJpO8aoljGDoRbFuGr_qLegv0UJ5qWOl6viDGJNXzDEulDIOB0Zkq5Bg62LR1xa1H9_8ghamD_PsYjRFgIg85aVd1Ywexh_ddBUCRaQGQ_-n-7aX38v88i0EDcaAQ==&c=&ch=
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As with every other function in modern manufacturing operations,
inspection is subject to the management team's efforts at cost control or
cost containment. It is good business sense to maximize the value of every
dollar spent, but it also means that hard choices must be made when
selecting handheld gages. Issues as diverse as personnel, training,
warranties, throughput requirements, manufacturing methods and
materials, the end-use of the workpiece, and general company policies on
gaging methods and suppliers may influence both the effectiveness and
the cost of the inspection process.

Many companies have achieved economies by moving inspection out of
the lab and onto the shop floor. As this occurs, machinists and
manufacturing engineers become more responsible for potential quality
issues. Additionally, by having the gaging at the point of manufacture, bad
parts can be found immediately and corrections implemented to prevent
others from being made. Read Article 

How to Speed Up Leak Testing
Assembly Magazine - Zoe Leduc
Leak testing is an essential part of the manufacturing
process for a variety of products, ranging from cardiac
pacemakers to automotive radiators.

Compared with, say, screwdriving or ultrasonic welding, leak testing is
among the more time-consuming processes on an assembly line,
especially if the product being tested is relatively large. Testing time can
vary from a few seconds for small assemblies up to a several minutes for
larger ones, and that can create a bottleneck on the assembly line.
Fortunately, suppliers of leak test instruments know many ways to reduce
cycle times and make the process more efficient.

According to Jacques Hoffmann, president of InterTech Development Co.,
many factors affect how long it takes to perform a leak test, such as
product volume, product material, type of leak test, leak rate specification
and temperature. These factors, alone and in combination, can add time to
the leak test. Read Article 

Get Ready for Risk Based Thinking
Michelle Bangert
Risks are all around. Risk based thinking can help your
organization cope.
If ever there was a time for risk-based thinking, it would be now. During
this strange season, the entire world seems to be shutting down as the
pandemic disrupts lives and businesses.

If you're familiar with ISO 9001, you're no stranger to risk based thinking.
But what exactly is risk?

"Risk is now defined as the "effect of uncertainty on objectives," which
focuses on the effect of incomplete knowledge of events or circumstances
on an organization's decision making. This requires a change in the
traditional understanding of risk, forcing organizations to tailor risk
management to their needs and objectives," according to ISO.
In other words, make risk management work for your organization. Read
Article

Cyber Secuurity and IT News
Apple Discovers Bug that Could Leave Millions of
iPhones Vulnerable
Thomas Insights - David Mantey
According to a recent report on DigitalTrends.com, over 500 million Apple
iPhones and iPads could be susceptible to hackers. The vulnerability,
which exists in the Mail app, was discovered by cybersecurity company
ZecOps.

Zuk Avraham, an executive with the company, found that the bug, which
can be activated by simply downloading the Apple Mail app, has had the
ability to access personal data, private messages, photos, and contacts on
infected devices since January 2018. Some users also unintentionally
downloaded the bug by opening a blank message that crashed the app and
forced a reset.

Those responsible for the hack have not been identified yet, but experts
don't believe many users have actually been targeted yet. Apple has
reportedly fixed the issue but has not deployed the patch with any
widespread measures, such as a software update. Read Article
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Contact-Tracing Apps Face Serious Adoption
Obstacles
Brookings Education - Sarah Kreps, Baobao Zhang, and
Nina McMurry  
If public-health authorities' worst predictions come true, COVID-19 may
never disappear. That means the world will have to live with the virus and
develop effective treatments and measures to contain the virus.

Mobile contact-tracing technology has emerged as one such measure to
track population movements and alert individuals when they come into
contact with an infected person. But such technology faces enormous
obstacles. In order for such tools to be effective, some 60 percent of the
population needs to opt-in and use them. With the novel coronavirus
continuing to spread in the United States and major American universities
and technology companies actively developing digital contact-tracing tools,
understanding whether the American people would be willing to use such
technology to stem the outbreak has never been more important.

But Americans continue to be deeply skeptical of such technology. In a
nationally representative study of 2,000 Americans between April 30 and
May 1, 2020, we found that just over 30 percent of Americans indicated
they would download and use a mobile contact-tracing app, raising
questions about whether such technology will be adopted widely enough to
be effective. Read Article 

Verizon Says 73% of Manufacturing Data
Breaches Are Financially Motivated [Report]
Thomas Insights - Mike Hockett
Verizon released its 13th annual Data Breach
Investigations Report (DBIR) earlier this month, and the data revealed that
more than one-fourth of security breaches in the manufacturing industry
are motivated by espionage, while the vast majority still stem from financial
reasons.

The DBIR provides a comprehensive view of global cybersecurity based
on actual cyberattacks from malware to insider threats to cyber espionage
and provides recommendations for businesses and government agencies
on how to combat attacks.

Verizon's 2020 report analyzed more than 32,000 security incidents around
the world in 2019 across 16 different industries. It identified 3,950 total
confirmed breaches, almost double the amount analyzed in Verizon's 2019
report Read Article

Red Cross Calls for Governments to Help Stop Health Care
Hacks During Pandemic
CNET - Alfred Ng
Cyberattacks are Targeting Health Care Organizations and Putting Lives at
Risk, the Organization Warns.

Hackers have been endangering lives by targeting health care
organizations during the pandemic, the Red Cross said.

Hackers are making the coronavirus pandemic worse by endangering lives
with cyberattacks, the Red Cross and several prominent tech companies
and former world leaders warned in a letter published on Tuesday.

The COVID-19 outbreak has caused an uptick in cyberattacks, including
hacks against hospitals and groups like the World Health Organization. In
April, the WHO reported a fivefold increase in cyberattacks since the start
of the pandemic. Criminals have been targeting hospitals with ransomware
in hacks that lock up computers unless victims pay to get them released.
Read Article

Human Resource Management News
How to Prepare Your Workplace for Employees to
Return
CFO.com - Anthony Amenta, AIA
Planning and making good use of the remaining time
employees are working from home can get your
workplace up and functioning more quickly.

Until there is a vaccine or treatment for COVID-19, it's clear that
workplaces, particularly dense offices in major cities, will have to make
some changes for employees to return. This need to adjust the office
environment for employee safety comes at a time when budgets are
straining under a recession and lost revenue. Planning and making good
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use of the remaining time during which employees are working from home
can help reduce costs and get your workplace functioning more quickly.

Imagine the Post-Pandemic Office
As employees start to return to offices, some companies will find they need
less space than before. Some workers who went remote during the
pandemic will want to stay remote in the long term. Other companies will
require more square footage to provide adequate spacing between
workers. Now is a great time to assess which category your business falls
into. Read Article 

"Show Me The Money"-A Different Look at
Compensation
Training Magazine - Bellaria Jimenez and John F. Bucsek
Excerpt from "The Team Game: How Your Business Can Dominate Year
After Year" by Bellaria Jimenez and John F. Bucsek.

When it comes to retaining and attracting workers, the question of
compensation is usually at the top of the list. We have participated in many
discussions debating what truly motivates employees. Is it money,
benefits, culture? Although this question has strong arguments on all
sides, you may not be able to easily solve it if you have limited resources.
Creating a lucrative bonus plan, incentives, promotions, or fringe benefits
may not be effective if you cannot easily articulate it. However, you can
still be attractive and stay competitive in the marketplace if you implement
some simple strategies and consider the things you can control.  

In our book, "The Team Game: How Your Business Can Dominate Year
After Year," we dedicated an entire section to compensation due to its
importance in the process of creating and motivating team members. The
Workforce Institute at Kronos Global Survey 2018 listed unfair
compensation among one of the top reasons for employee burnout.
Therefore, addressing compensation is critical to keeping happy and
focused employees. Having clarity around the topic of money can lead to a
more satisfied and productive workforce. When working with teams, the
sharing of work or collaboration between team members can add another
level of complexity to the conversation on compensation. Am I being fairly
compensated for what I do? Will I get hurt if a team member doesn't pull
their weight? It is critical to add transparency to the topic and have a plan
on how to communicate it to each person.
Motivational Tips: Read Article 

COVID-19: Prepare Now for a Possible Re-
Emergence
Society for Human Resource Management - Eric
Butterman
As some workplaces reopen and others make plans to do so, we may start
seeing business as usual. However, if the coronavirus re-emerges over the
summer or fall due to a decrease in social distancing and other factors,
employers will need to be prepared for a return to remote work and other
pandemic-induced workplace changes.

Smart HR professionals are making plans now-just in case-by taking the
lessons they've learned in recent months and creating new policies and
procedures so they're ready, if necessary.

For example, at the beginning of the year, many companies didn't allow
employees to work from home, whether from fear that productivity would
drop, technology concerns or other issues. Yet several new studies have
found that remote workers have performed at the same or higher levels
during the pandemic than they did when at work, and technology has held
up just fine. Read Article

Environmental, Health & Safety News
White House Rejects Government Report
Projecting Rising
Coronavirus Death Toll
NPR - Alana Wise
A health care worker looks on as people cheer to show their gratitude to
medical staff outside NYU Langone Health hospital in New York City last
month.  

The Trump administration on Monday pushed back against an internal
government report, obtained by The New York Times, that predicts the
daily coronavirus death toll could nearly double in the United States by
early June.
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The Times story cites an internal CDC update, acquired from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, that predicts the number of deaths per
day from COVID-19 will reach about 3,000 by June 1.

More than 68,000 people in the United States have already died from the
coronavirus pandemic, summarily eclipsing an earlier estimate of a total
U.S. death toll of 60,000 lives lost from the virus. Read Report 

Fauci Warns States Not to 'Jump Over'
Guidelines to Reopening
NPR - Domenico Montanaro
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top infectious disease
expert, warned Tuesday of states and localities skipping over federal
guidelines while trying to lift restrictions and restart their economies amid
the coronavirus pandemic.

Speaking remotely during a unique Senate health committee hearing,
Fauci told lawmakers that his concern is that if some areas "jump over"
guidelines from the federal government and "prematurely open up," there
will be "little spikes that turn into outbreaks."

His statements follow an email he sent to The New York Times on Monday
in which he wrote, in part: "If we skip over the checkpoints in the guidelines
to 'Open America Again,' then we risk the danger of multiple outbreaks
throughout the country. This will not only result in needless suffering and
death, but would actually set us back on our quest to return to normal."
Read Article and Hear Podcast

8 Steps Your Industrial Business Should Consider
When Planning to Reopen After COVID-19 Closures
Thomas Insights - Lindsay Gilder
As state closure end dates creep closer, all kinds of small
businesses are preparing for an inevitable reopen and for
many, the task will be incredibly daunting. The CDC has released a series
of guidelines for reopening businesses and advises that if a business
cannot easily maintain them, they should stay closed until further notice.

In order to reopen safely and put your best foot forward in managing an
industrial business, here are 8 steps you should consider for the sake of
success and the safety of your staff.

1. Maintain Remote Work Where Possible
Even though your business can officially reopen, it doesn't mean that it will
immediately return to normal. In order to practice safe social distancing,
those employees that can work remotely should continue to do so to
reduce the potential spread of COVID-19 at your facility. You might even
want to consider making remote work part of your staff's normal work
practices for the future, even when everyone can be in the same room.
Read Article

Work with Employees Before Re-Opening
EHS Today - David Sparkman
Communication is key to the re-opening process, and
helping employers get over fear of messing up.

With all of the confusion surrounding different states' decisions over the re-
opening of businesses shut down because of the Coronavirus pandemic,
and new perplexities raised by managing a fearful and sometimes remote
workforce, employers may be concerned about whether they have been
doing the right things to prepare their workers for the future.

"Business owners want to keep their employees healthy and safe. They
also want to operate in a way that garners at least enough income to keep
their doors open. And, at the core, employers suffer from FOMU-Fear Of
Messing Up," says attorney J. William Manuel of the law firm of Bradley
Arant Boult Cummings. Read Article

10 Worker Safety and Productivity Tips for 2020
EHS Today - Steve Ludwig
Best-in-class performers use contemporary safety
methodologies to achieve operational excellence.

It's a new decade (depending on whether you believe the decade begins
with year zero or year 1), but manufacturing safety challenges keep
expanding: digital transformation, fewer available workers, globalization,
and how to manage safety and security risks among them.

We're living in an era where technology is rapidly changing the safety
landscape. We have access to more information than ever before, yet

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrpHn7ZAmUE9xFqCZoUdCjqBlT6WScOsGwLsbKE_ou-O2Yb-QVucawVI-zA5Pl5nglbEwrV-GVTkPmuDFE5NoFMCuOJq7BAWHhz1v5brcU61XBSeMv8tKn1iXmmbSrgsOjlKI7tkvAPfJ1fVu01K9-iNOG3vgP0OqtatoBTVZdPXGJrN5hmPWiXzZMr4_2uJUkWJaXKDvANXkwEVwHze_H5q9eu3vn5gamHaCrcuSPL-GIh7lhXMYAaIydob6WhtQliInwH3_TnXJdNyfqy-DY3GAufG3ILH8Je4udzudSy7etRXg-7JswQk7WDSfFNLI6l44ds2QcvSFaIgr9HzC43mwRgr5y3K0vX-IoTIFN7Hn1b1b6tV3RRjMvN4-8opycDy8jRP6S2sg=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrbXnG3eNvBfd2Q1N54VO8QsnccdX1OutuEJ9Irm0bUEBLupL6ous2GPNmYjA58azXspL12iUuPVQphRyhcJc8qRq0gg5xQzRLuHOZy_xBfyRWMqiw5LRjLyBbi3qA2q0ziuWqbjXi_UbmEOHBiN_QFqiqlYzf37mvtDCbffEhCfWr-0y_-LkZQPoj2Ffc9luM9O_mMcXHIzZ62a9BmZjrZ93sOcmZ9LMSerbyankSRRl2Sw9cQm02z9nQt5a_K1USuplJBRHdy2qUxpp72D7Hzkv42DDbOI5OVRwgxMUh5OhNDixEUvwCHIPqe3jOJ5aKQiv0ss9MeERgyFbPhb6X_g==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001IAPQeSXTYErdGygU7-KABEMcbeeiZttnOp-0k2rv3AbRXbpV0ANE4Qu03y0QpvCrAwUMAcc-Fudvu0ZZoLJape3DvtqEY2m9wd-dX-AEqQlbkCdY8YpZuexbPtSEUhtTgtZGF537fSk1gXXxU0r3SZYH_W-sGiesy3KEO0NfGFBc9Xj97Z8xmYkBl4rNhSEdJzCy3oulKEjUPXeu9pePhctOknhL8zUXbrBjqDtEWgJzW2KZ106Qv_s8cwawv3kyr5aCSK_5Z2-OEtCj6A23KjBfUdjUtOJBUmRxcFASMbYMoZE_ishIk1PY_0ldPNMaeQTOYdWNjwj77om0xB2GIzkXcv23so1YevyW40NyChb8ftceI4hpQaj76CO909IHM_v-ZX8YcZ_sMOXSgOt9n5tW_s9JvZ5XLt6Q3OAzKxo=&c=&ch=
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obtaining that information poses new risks. And, how we use this new
information to understand why and where safety shutdowns occur and to
improve safety and productivity substantially changes the way we operate.

An evolving workforce, with younger, less experienced workers, that often
views risk differently, uses information differently, and has different
expectations of their work environment than previous generations, pose
new challenges to find, train and retain. Read Article

If it's difficult to identify, explain or document
your firm's worker development process,

maybe you don't have one. 

Perhaps your firm finds it difficult to accommodate change
or measure and improve worker performance. Or, scrap and
rework are unreasonably high for workers that were thought
trained. 

Spend a few minutes to learn more about a worker training
approach:

designed for manufacturing;
proven for any industry;
customized to your job classifications, your tasks
and specifications, and your business operation's
needs...

Does your organization struggle with high turnover rates leading
to 
lower organizational capacity, work quality and
quantity and compliance? Is your organization
faced with these increasing costs while seeing a
decreasing training budget? 

Wouldn't it be worth a few minutes of
your time to find out how you can drive every worker -
incumbent and new-hires - through structured on-the-job
training to full job mastery.  with a small investment and
huge return?

 
Proactive Technologies, Inc. always offers a low-to-no risk pilot
program approach. We work with the client to design a project to fit
their budget and meet their business needs.

Plan to attend one of our scheduled live online
presentations (see schedule on left) OR tell us a
date and time that fits your schedule, which we
can follow-up with an onsite presentation. Or skip
the online presentation and schedule an onsite
briefing. 

The PROTECH™ approach:

Is designed to your job classification, your operation and
incorporates your firm's specifications, process,
standards and policies; 

Ends your worries and costs over finding qualified
candidates and closing the "skills gap;" 

Drives every worker to full job mastery while they simply
learn their job; 

Cuts your employee turnover costs; 

Captures worker expertise before it leaves and use it to
quickly and thoroughly train replacements;

Provides metrics and reports for process monitoring and
improvement.
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European-style apprenticeships without the exorbitant cost...
whether registered or not.

We research available training grant funds for each project and
help the client apply. Grants may offset most or all of the
investment to set-up and implement the structured training
system!! 

Low investment, no risk, high returns  -  everything to
gain!

Isn't an hour of your time worth it to see if thisIsn't an hour of your time worth it to see if this
approach to worker training is the one youapproach to worker training is the one you
always wished you had?always wished you had?
 
Contact a Proactive Technologies, Inc. representative today!

 

www.proactivetechnologiesinc.com
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